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Abstract Poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) ferroelectric

thin films of different molar ratio have been studied with regard to data memory

applications. Therefore, films with thicknesses of 200 nm and less have been spin

coated from solution. Observations gained from single layers have been extended to

multilayer capacitors and three terminal transistor devices.

Besides conventional hysteresis measurements, the measurement of dielectric non-

linearities has been used as a main tool of characterisation. Being a very sensitive

and non-destructive method, non-linearity measurements are well suited for polari-

sation readout and property studies. Samples have been excited using a high quality,

single-frequency sinusoidal voltage with an amplitude significantly smaller than the

coercive field of the samples. The response was then measured at the excitation

frequency and its higher harmonics. Using the measurement results, the linear and

non-linear dielectric permittivities ε1, ε2 and ε3 have been determined. The permit-

tivities have been used to derive the temperature-dependent polarisation behaviour

as well as the polarisation state and the order of the phase transitions.

The coercive field in VDF-TrFE copolymers is high if compared to their ceramic

competitors. Therefore, the film thickness had to be reduced significantly. Consid-

ering a switching voltage of 5 V and a coercive field of 50 MV/m, the film thickness

has to be 100 nm and below. If the thickness becomes substantially smaller than the

other dimensions, surface and interface layer effects become more pronounced. For

thicker films of P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction of 56/44 a second-order phase

transition without a thermal hysteresis for an ε1(T ) temperature cycle has been pre-

dicted and observed. This however, could not be confirmed by the measurements of

thinner films. A shift of transition temperatures as well as a temperature indepen-

dent, non-switchable polarisation and a thermal hysteresis for P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44

have been observed. The impact of static electric fields on the polarisation and the

phase transition has therefore been studied and simulated, showing that all afore-

mentioned phenomena including a linear temperature dependence of the polarisation

might originate from intrinsic electric fields.

In further experiments the knowledge gained from single layer capacitors has been

extended to bilayer copolymer thin films of different molar composition. Bilayers

have been deposited by succeeding cycles of spin coating from solution. Single layers

and their bilayer combination have been studied individually in order to prove the

layers stability. The individual layers have been found to be physically stable. But

while the bilayers reproduced the main ε1(T ) properties of the single layers qualita-

tively, quantitative numbers could not be explained by a simple serial connection of

capacitors. Furthermore, a linear behaviour of the polarisation throughout the mea-

sured temperature range has been observed. This was found to match the behaviour
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predicted considering a constant electric field.

Retention time is an important quantity for memory applications. Hence, the

retention behaviour of VDF-TrFE copolymer thin films has been determined using

dielectric non-linearities. The polarisation loss in P(VDF-TrFE) poled samples has

been found to be less than 20 % if recorded over several days. The loss increases

significantly if the samples have been poled with lower amplitudes, causing an unsat-

urated polarisation. The main loss was attributed to injected charges. Additionally,

measurements of dielectric non-linearities have been proven to be a sensitive and

non-destructive tool to measure the retention behaviour.

Finally, a ferroelectric field effect transistor using mainly organic materials (FerrO-

FET) has been successfully studied. DiNaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]Thieno[3,2-b]Thiophene

(DNTT) has proven to be a stable, suitable organic semiconductor to built up fer-

roelectric memory devices. Furthermore, an oxidised aluminium bottom electrode

and additional dielectric layers, i.e. parylene C, have proven to reduce the leakage

current and therefore enhance the performance significantly.
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Zusammenfassung Ferroelektrika eignen sich generell gut zur Realisierung von

Datenspeichern, da einige dieser Materialien bei Raumtemperatur und darüber hin-

aus eine spontane Polarisation besitzen. Diese lässt sich durch Anlegen einer aus-

reichend großen Spannung definiert schalten. Die unterschiedlichen Zustände der

Polarisation können dann ausgelesen und verschiedenen Speicherzuständen, ins-

besondere 0 und 1, zugeordnet werden. Da der Polarisationszustand auch nach

Abschaltung der zur Polarisation verwendeten Spannung erhalten bleibt, bezeichnet

man diese Speicher als nicht flüchtig, ähnlich wie herkömmliche Flash-Speicher (z.B.

USB-Sticks). Bisher wurden vor allem ferroelektrische Speicher aus keramischen

Materialien untersucht und implementiert. Ferroelektrische Speicher aus Polymeren

bieten u.U. eine größere Freiheit bei der Formgebung. Weiterhin können Polymere

einfacher verarbeitet werden.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden dünne Schichten des ferroelektrischen Copoly-

mers VDF-TrFE mit verschiedenen Zusammensetzungen, 56/44 und 70/30 bezo-

gen auf das molare Verhältnis von VDF und TrFE, hinsichtlich ihrer Eigenschaften

für die Verwendung in Datenspeichern untersucht. Da die zum Schalten zwischen

den Polarisationszuständen benötigte Feldstärke bei den verwendeten Copolymeren

sehr hoch ist, musste die Schichtdicke reduziert werden. Auf diese Art und Weise

war es möglich, auch mit kleinen, computer-typischen Arbeitsspannungen wie bspw.

5 Volt den Polarisationszustand bzw. Speicherzustand zu ändern. Dazu wurden

Schichten mit einer Dicke von 200 Nanometern und weniger durch Aufschleudern

einer Lösung (Polymer-Granulat in Lösungsmittel) abgeschieden. Nach der Charak-

terisierung von Einzelschichten wurden die Untersuchungen auf Doppelschichten und

organische Feldeffekttransistoren ausgeweitet.

Aus vorherigen Untersuchungen an dünnen VDF-TrFE Copolymer-Schichten mit

einer Dicke von einigen Mikrometern war bereits bekannt, dass die Messung der

Nichtlinearitäten ein nützliches Werkzeug zur Charakterisierung dieser Schichten

ist. Besonders der bereits erwähnte Schaltzustand lässt sich gut auslesen. Weiterhin

können auch das temperatur- und das zeitabhängige Verhalten der Polarisation be-

stimmt werden. Ersteres ist besonders für den Temperaturbereich ausschlaggebend,

in welchem die Speicher eingesetzt werden. Ab einer gewissen Temperatur, der so-

genannten Phasenübergangstemperatur, verlieren die Materialien ihre Polarisation

und damit jegliche gespeicherte Information. Der zeitliche Verlauf der Polarisation

ist für das sogenannte Retentionsverhalten eines nichtflüchtigen Speichers von Be-

deutung. Es definiert, wie lange eine gespeicherte Information fehlerfrei erhalten

bleibt bzw. ausgelesen werden kann.

Bei der Auswertung der Ergebnisse zeigt sich, dass die hergestellten Schichten

selbst bei einer Dicke von 30 Nanometern und weniger eine schaltbare Polarisation
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aufwiesen. Es konnte auch beobachtet werden, dass einige Charakteristika, wie z.B.

der absolute Wert der Polarisation, die Phasenübergangstemperaturen sowie das

Verhalten in der Nähe des Phasenübergangs von denen dickerer Schichten abwichen.

Die Polarisation blieb, abhängig von der Zusammensetzung, bis ca. 60 ◦C bzw.

80 ◦C stabil. In Bezug auf das Retentionsverhalten der dünnen Schichten konnte

festgestellt werden, dass die Polarisation nach einem anfänglichen Verlust auch über

mehrere Tage stabil blieb.

Weiterhin wurden Doppelschichten untersucht. Hierzu wurden zwei Schichten

unterschiedlicher molarer Zusammensetzung aufeinander abgeschieden. Unter, zwi-

schen und auf den Schichten wurden jeweils Elektroden abgeschieden. Diese wurden

so platziert, dass sowohl die Schichten einzeln als auch das Schichtsystem gemessen

werden konnten. Bei der Messung der Schichtsysteme und ihrer individuellen Schich-

ten wurde festgestellt, dass Letztere das in vorherigen Messungen an Einzelschichten

beobachtete Verhalten aufwiesen. Bei den Schichtsystemen hingegen wurde eine

lineare Abhängigkeit der Polarisation von der Temperatur beobachtet.

Abschließend wurden ferroelektrische organische Transistoren (FerrOFET) unter-

sucht. Dabei erwies sich der organische Halbleiter DNTT als geeignetes Material

für den leitfähigen Kanal. Weiterhin zeigte sich, dass sich mithilfe von zusätzlich

oxidierten Aluminium-Grundelektroden sowie zusätzlichen Schichten von Parylene

C die Funktionsfähigkeit der Bauelemente verbessern ließ.
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1 Introduction 2

1 Introduction

The first publication on ferroelectricity is almost a hundred years old. In 1920/21

Valasek published his results revealing a dielectric anomaly in Rochelle salt [1, 77].

He instinctively linked the problem with the observations in ferromagnetic materials,

which later lead to the term ferroelectricity. More than four decades and a vast

number of publications later, in the 1960s, Kocharyan was the first who published

his findings on piezoelectricity in polymers [36]. Another decade later, in 1971 [4],

PVDF was the first polymer proven to be pyroelectric. Since that time an unclear

number of publications [17, 18] and books [30, 32, 45, 53, 81] has been published on

this topic.

Due to their strong ceramic competitors, ferroelectric polymers have tended to

be sidelined. But modern problems demand tailor made solutions. Even materi-

als which where presumed dead have attracted attention in the current research

on multiferroics, e.g. KDP (Kaliumdihydrogenphosphat). Fluoropolymers can be

deposited easily from a solution using substrates of various shapes. Spin coated

thin films are transparent, lead-free and chemically stable. Although their figures of

merit cannot compete with ceramics, e.g. PZT (lead zirconate titanate), they still

win if the aforementioned advantages rather than figures are important.

This work focuses on thin films of the ferroelectric copolymer VDF-TrFE, in par-

ticular with regard to memory applications. Single layers, multilayers and transis-

tors, as a special case of multilayers, containing at least one layer of the ferroelectric

copolymer have been deposited and characterised using various techniques, i.e. di-

electric non-linearities. Those techniques have been used to study two types of

devices as potential parts of a working ferroelectric memory. The first device, a

simple capacitor, aims at the traditional 1T1C technology. The two possible states
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of polarisation, up and down, have been used to define the two states of a memory

cell, which are 0 and 1. The second ferroelectric device, a so called FerrOFET, uses

the remanent polarisation to permanently open or close the source-drain channel.

This enables a simple record of the source-drain current to define the cells state and

link it to either 0 or 1.

Dielectric non-linearities are in general a powerful tool to study properties and

behaviour of ferroelectric materials [20]. Their main benefit is that the physical

quantity under examination, e.g. the remanent polarisation, will not be altered

by the measurement. Besides its state-preserving character it is highly sensitive

at the same time. Combining both benefits, we are able to measure the remanent

polarisation of a ferroelectric material without the additional writing cycle, usually

necessary in common memories. Furthermore, we have the possibility to measure

even small polarisation values, i.e. in ferroelectric polymers.

A material used for information memory applications has to meet certain require-

ments. Switching time, fatigue behaviour, temperature stability and retention are

some of the key words. The first two points have been extensively discussed else-

where, e.g. in [83, 21]. The use of non-linearities in this work focuses on transitional

behaviour, polarisation state and retention time. The first property is basically of

theoretical interest, but could have a significant impact on potential applications as

well. The other two are of particular interest for memory applications.

Transitional behaviour might change if the film thickness is reduced below a cer-

tain threshold value. The latter depends on the materials in use, deposition tech-

niques and conditions as well as on the general dimensions of the film. Additionally,

surfaces and interfaces gain importance if the film thickness is reduced to sizes

interesting for memory applications. It is therefore appropriate to extend the con-

siderations by depolarisation effects and an intrinsic variation of the polarisation P

[57, 3, 74]. The latter has been discussed in the aforementioned references for both,

first-order and second-order transition materials. Depolarisation fields have been

studied extensively by Kretschmer and Binder [37]. The theory has been extended

to a microscopic level, namely a microscopic mean field theory approach (Ising model

in a transverse field - IMTF) by Cottam and co-workers [9] later.
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An extra section has been attributed to multilayers of VDF-TrFE copolymer thin

films. Experience gained with single layers has therefore been transferred to the

multilayered structures. Besides theoretical considerations, actual bilayers and tran-

sistors have been deposited and studied. They contain at least one layer of material

exhibiting ferroelectric properties. The discussion of the results is based on the

knowledge on single layer properties.

Another ferroelectric multilayer device widely studied [2, 40, 51, 78, 79, 84] is the

ferroelectric-(organic) field-effect transistor. In contrast to their ceramic competi-

tors, devices completely made of organic materials can be fabricated with less effort.

Furthermore, they can be used in combination with flexible, light weight substrates.

Basic research has been done in the frame of this work in order to develop such

a transistor for memory applications. Therefore, the ferroelectric copolymer VDF-

TrFE and the organic semiconductor dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene

(DNTT) have been used as a gate dielectric and channel material, respectively.

The devices deposited have been studied with regard to ferroelectric and transistor-

related characteristics, i.e. their leakage behaviour and the influence of the properties

of the dielectric-semiconductors interface on the mobility of charge carriers in the

source-drain channel.
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2 Theory and Basic Concepts

2.1 General Theory

As emphasised by Valasek [1] in the early 20s of the past century, the behaviour of

ferroelectric materials under investigation is quite similar to those of ferromagnetic

nature. While keeping in mind, that the origin of either differs significantly, the

similarities in the experimentally observed properties led to the identical prefix ferro.

Ferroelectricity is always accompanied by an inherent asymmetry originating from

small structural changes or disturbances resulting in a minimum of two orientational

polarisation states. The existence and the amplitude of the disturbances strongly

depends on temperature. Therefore, the ferroelectric phase is considered being a

deviation from the highest symmetric prototype phase, sometimes also referred to

as high-temperature phase or non-polar phase. The temperature marking the tran-

sition between the ferroelectric and the prototype phase can be of clear observable

and singular nature, i.e. for a second-order phase transition, or can be covered by

processes involving latent heat, i.e. for first-order phase transitions. The point of

transition can be shifted or blurred depending on the materials structure, structural

changes and occurring forces, i.e. stress, strain and electric fields. These influencing

factors become increasingly important if the film thickness is reduced. In order to

understand the origin of deviations in ferroelectric thin films, it is important to study

and understand the origin and the impact of each single factor in consideration of

all the others appearing at the same time.
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2.2 Phenomenological Approach

The most general and common approach to introduce and study the ferroelectrics

macroscopically is a thermodynamic function. The function of choice is an expression

of the free energy, usually Gibbs free energy (e.g. [7])

G = U − TS −Xixi . (2.1)

Starting with the first law of thermodynamics

dU = dQ+ dW (2.2)

dQ can be substituted by TdS (second law of thermodynamics) and dW can be

replaced by Xidxi + EidDi. Therefore, the first law of thermodynamics can be

rewritten as

dU = TdS +Xidxi + EidDi (2.3)

from which the dielectric equation of state can be derived

E =

(
δU

δDi

)
S,x

. (2.4)

Through the eight possible combinations of the three independent variables (T, S),

(Xi, xi) and (Ei, Di) with U , Gibbs free energy can be derived as

G = U − TS −Xixi (2.5)

or its differential form as

dG = EidDi + SdT −Xidxi . (2.6)

As pointed out in [45], the most simple approach is to assume that Di or Pi have a

single component oriented along the crystallographic axis. Furthermore, as indexed

in the dielectric equation of state, all stresses are zero and the high-temperature
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phase is centro-symmetric. Following these restrictions the free energy can be ex-

pressed as

G =
α

2
D2 +

γ

4
D4 +

δ

6
D6 − ED (2.7)

or in the form using the Curie constant and the Curie temperature

G =
T − TC

2C
D2 +

γ

4
D4 +

δ

6
D6 − ED (2.8)

where C is the Curie constant, TC is the Curie temperature of the material and

D = D(T,E) is the dielectric displacement. Usually, the first term (T − TC)/2C

is replaced by α/2 or β(T − TC)/2 where β = 1/C. Due to the choice of symbols

made in earlier publications, the author will refer to the free energy as F throughout

the remaining part of this work. The polynomial representing the free energy can

therefore be written as

F =
α

2
D2 +

γ

4
D4 +

δ

6
D6 − ED. (2.9)

2.2.1 Second-order Phase Transition

Suppose the case γ and δ are positive constants and α depends on the temperature

in a linear fashion, i.e. α = β(T − T0), the phase transition is of second order. F as

a function of D is plotted in Fig. 2.1 for different values of α.

Figure 2.1: Second-order phase transition.
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For temperatures above TC (α > 0) the graph has a global minimum at D equal

to zero, indicating the paraelectric or high temperature phase. If α is a negative

number however, two local minima with non-zero D-values can be observed. Those

two values represent the minimum two stable states indicating ferroelectrics. An

electric field, large enough to overcome the intrinsic coercive field enables switching

between the minimum two states. The field necessary for the polarisation reversal

is called coercive field EC.

Another important quantity for ferroelectrics is the spontaneous polarisation, not

to be confused with the remanent polarisation. While the latter is always the result

of a measurement, the spontaneous polarisation is of purely theoretical nature. It can

be calculated by multiplying the number of dipoles per volume unit with the average

dipole moment. The temperature dependence of the spontaneous polarisation can

be expressed using the derivative of equation (2.9) which is

∂F

∂D

∣∣∣∣
E=0

= β(T − TC)D + γD3 + δD5 = 0. (2.10)

with D = PS. Excluding the trivial solution PS = 0 and neglecting the D5-term for

simplicity, the spontaneous polarisation is

P 2
S = −α

γ
. (2.11)

Having a non-zero electric field however, leads to a different behaviour for polarisa-

tion versus temperature, as will be shown in the chapter 4.

2.2.2 First-order Phase Transition

Using a negative second Landau parameter γ helps predicting the behaviour which

can be observed in most ferroelectrics. If again α linearly depends on the temper-

ature, the free energy F and its derivative are represented by equation (2.12) and

equation (2.13).

F (D) =
β

2
(T − TC)D2 +

1

4
γD4 +

1

6
δD6 − ED. (2.12)
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∂F

∂D

∣∣∣∣
E=0

= β(T − TC)D + γD3 + δD5. (2.13)

A transition between the two states may take place if configurations become ther-

modynamically equivalent. Figure 2.2 shows F versus D for different values of α.

For positive values of α the parabolic shape of the curve becomes more pronounced

with positive α and δ dominating the equation.

Figure 2.2: First-order phase transition.

The minima can be determined by the derivative of F becoming zero. Therefore,

one gets

0 = β(T − T0)D + γD3 + δD5. (2.14)

Eliminating the trivial solution D 6= 0, the polynomial can be reduced by one order

to

0 = β(T − T0) + γD2 + δD4. (2.15)

The Curie temperature TC is defined as the temperature at which F is equal for

the polar and the non-polar state, that is T = TC. A solution which satisfies both,

equation (2.12) and equation (2.15) is

D2 = −3

4

γ

δ
. (2.16)
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For E = 0 the dielectric displacement D can be replaced by the spontaneous polar-

isation

P 2
S = −3

4

γ

δ
. (2.17)

As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, polar and non-polar states become equally favoured if F

an its derivative ∂F/∂D are equally 0 at the same time. A solution meeting this

criteria is

T = TC = T0 +
3

16

γ2

β γ
. (2.18)

Equation (2.17) and equation (2.18) display that D changes discontinuously, having

a non-zero value at the transition temperature. Furthermore, values for TC and T0

are different. Below T0 only two stable states with a non-zero polarisation exist. For

temperatures T0 < T < TC the low-temperature phase is still considered a stable

state, but a third minimum representing the high-temperature phase arises and

exists as a metastable state. If the temperature approaches TC, the high-temperature

phase becomes the thermodynamically favourable and stable phase. At this point,

the ferroelectric phase coexists as a metastable state. As a result, the material will

have a finite polarisation if it is heated up from a temperature below TC, whereas it

will have a polarisation equal to zero if it is cooled down from a temperature above

TC. This phenomenon is called a thermal hysteresis.

2.2.3 Switching

By definition, a ferroelectric material has minimum two states of polarisation. Switch-

ing between those states occurs if an electric field of sufficient value is applied, i.e.

E > EC. The impact of the applied electric field is represented by the linear part

ED of equation (2.9). The latter adds a linear function with the slope E to the

graph representing the ferroelectric phase, e.g. in Fig. 2.1. Figure 2.3 displays the

result, with E0 = 0 for zero applied field and E1 and E2 representing non-zero elec-

tric fields. It can be seen that one of the minima is vanishing in favour of the other
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if an electric field of sufficient strength is applied. Therefore, one polarisation state

will be preferred. An opposing electric field of sufficient strength will lead to a switch

of the polarisation state.

Figure 2.3: Impact of different electric fields on a second-order phase transition.

2.3 Microscopic Approach and Statistical Mechanics

Another way to address a problem in solid state physics is the microscopic approach.

Extending this approach to a number of (atomic/molecular) units using the laws of

statistical mechanics, creates the link to the phenomenological theory described in

the preceding section. In polymer physics it is reasonable to start with a single

polymer chain and then extend the considerations to a number of neighbouring

chains and study their interaction. These considerations have been made by Odajima

and co-workers in [55].

Following the derivation deduced in [55], one can obtain the spontaneous polari-

sation versus the temperature as

P =
N0 µ e

J/kT sinh(F/kT )√
1 + e2J/kT sinh2(F/kT )

(2.19)

with

F =
Az(N+ −N−)

2N
+ µE or F =

AzP

2µN0

+ µE, (2.20)
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furthermore considering

P = µν(2N+ −N), N = N+ +N− and N0 = ν ·N. (2.21)

Inserting equation (2.20) in equation (2.19) one gets

P =

N0 µ e
J/kT sinh

(
AzP

2µN0kT
+
µE

kT

)
√

1 + e2J/kT sinh2

(
AzP

2µN0kT
+
µE

kT

) . (2.22)

With the normalised polarisation being

P̂ =
P

µN0

(2.23)

equation (2.22) can be rearranged as

E =
kT

µ
arcsinh

(
P̂√

1− P̂ 2
e−J/kT

)
− zA

2µ
P̂ . (2.24)

For small polarisation values, e.g. close to the ferroelectric transition, the arcsinh

can be described using a Taylor series expansion at P = 0

arcsinh

(
P̂√

1− P̂ 2
e−J/kT

)
≈ aP̂ − 1

6
(a(a2−3))P̂ 3 +

1

40
a(3a4−10a2 +15)P̂ 5 + ...

(2.25)

with

a = e−J/kT . (2.26)

As derived earlier

E = αP + γP 3 + δP 5 . (2.27)

By inserting the right-hand side of equation (2.25) into equation (2.24) and com-
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paring the coefficients with equation (2.27) Landau’s parameters can be derived as

shown in [62]

α =

(
kT

µ
e−J/kT − zA

2µ

)
/Nµ

γ =
kT

µ
e−J/kT

1

2

(
1− 1

3
e−2J/kT

)
/(Nµ)3

δ =
kT

µ
e−J/kT

3

4

(
1

2
− 1

3
e−2J/kT +

1

10
e−4J/kT

)
/(Nµ)5 .

(2.28)

Following this approach, all parameters become temperature-dependent in a non-

linear fashion. As has been shown in [62], it is more likely for Landau parameters

of higher order to be a function of temperature as well. Further implications on the

advantage of temperature-dependent parameters will be derived in section 4.4.2.

2.4 P(VDF-TrFE) Thin Films - Properties and

Material

2.4.1 Depolarisation Effects in Ferroelectric Thin Films

Because of their dimensions, thin layers exhibit properties different from those of

thick layers or bulk material. This difference can be mainly subjected to interface

phenomena, which gain importance if the interface layer’s thickness becomes rele-

vant. Focusing on ferroelectric materials, it is has been suggested in [76] that the

interface layers adjacent to the electrodes exhibit deviating polarisation values and

transition temperatures if compared to the bulk material.

For multilayer structures built up with different ferroelectric materials exclusively,

different layers will show different transition temperatures as well. Furthermore, a

thin boundary layer attached to the electrodes is subjected to stress, originating from

the deposition process as well as from different thermal expansion coefficients of the

two adjacent materials. Postulating a continuous change in polarisation within the

film, one is able to derive a polarisation profile as will be shown in section 2.4.2.

There exist different ansatzes and models to include and describe interface phe-
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nomena and the resulting polarisation profile within the phenomenological the-

ory. Most of them include an extension of the well known Landau-Devonshire and

Landau-Ginzburg Theory, respectively. Tilley and Zeks introduced the extrapola-

tion length to describe polarisation profiles and the impact of their shape on the

transition behaviour. Levanyuk and Sannikov [41], however, managed to describe

a multi-transition material (Rochelle salt) on a single basis using a smaller number

of constants. The idea is to describe phases of lower symmetry as a distortion of a

single, more symmetric phase.

Having a closer look on the interface phenomena one can discriminate between two

major classes: mechanical and electronic phenomena. Both are always present in real

films, but depending on the system under observation either of them is more or less

pronounced. A mechanical impact changing film properties could be strain. Strain

can be inbuilt from a substrate to thin film lattice parameter mismatch. Conducting

measurements including a change in temperature will influence the strain, because

of material-dependent thermal expansion coefficients.

Electronic conditions influencing or changing thin film properties can originate

from the compensation charge distribution within the electrodes or adjacent ma-

terials, e.g. semiconductors in thin film ferroelectric field effect transistor devices.

Apart from ideal conditions, where compensation charges are placed directly at the

metal-ferroelectric interface, charges in a real electrode are distributed over a finite

volume within the electrode. Such distributions combined with a lack of free charges,

e.g. in an ideally insulating ferroelectric thin film, will cause strong depolarisation

fields with an impact inverse proportional to the film thickness [10]. An incomplete

compensation or screening of the depolarisation fields can be suppressed by the

formations of domains of opposite polarisation. Examining the polarisation profile

perpendicular to the electrode surface the shape can be assumed to be asymmetric.

This is due to the sequence of deposition, deposition conditions and the materials

used. The main compensation effects for a depolarisation field have been graphically

summarised in Fig. 2.4 [58].
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Figure 4: The depolarization field arising from unscreened bound charges on
the surface of the ferroelectric is generally strong enough to suppress the polar-
ization completely and hence must be reduced in one of a number of ways if the
polar state is to be preserved. Much of the research on ultrathin ferroelectrics
thus deals directly or indirectly with the question of how to manage the depolar-
ization fields. The left part of the diagram illustrates screening by free charges
from metallic electrodes, atmospheric adsorbates or mobile charges from within
the semiconducting ferroelectric itself. Note that even in structurally perfect
metallic electrodes, the screening charges will spread over a small but finite
length, giving rise to a non-zero effective screening length λeff that will dramat-
ically alter the properties of an ultrathin film. Even in the absence of sufficient
free charges, however, the ferroelectric has several ways of preserving its polar
state, as shown in the right part of the diagram. One possibility is to form
domains of opposite polarization that lead to overall charge neutrality on the
surfaces (Kittel domains) or closure domains (Landau-Lifshitz domains). Under
suitable mechanical boundary conditions, another alternative is to rotate the po-
larization into the plane of the thin ferroelectric slab. In nanoscale ferroelectrics
polarization rotation can lead to vortex-like states generating “toroidal” order.
In heterostructures such as ferroelectric(FE)-paraelectric(PE) superlattices, the
non-ferroelectric layers may polarize in order to preserve the uniform polariza-
tion state and hence eliminate the depolarization fields. If all else fails, the
ferroelectric polarization will be suppressed.

C. Lichtensteiger, P. Zubko, M. Stengel, P. Aguado-Puente, J.-M. Triscone,
Ph. Ghosez, and J. Junquera

Figure 2.4: Effects of the depolarizing field in ferroelectric thin films. The left side of the diagram
illustrates different mechanisms for screening of the surface bound charges, allowing the
ferroelectric state to be uniformly maintained throughout the sample. If the screening
is insufficient, the ferroelectric state can be preserved through the formation of domains
or rotation of the polarization vector, as shown on the right side of the diagram. If all
else fails, the polarization is suppressed [58].

2.4.2 Polarisation Profiles - The Tilley-Zeks Model

The principle of extrapolation length and its contribution to the transition behaviour

are straightforward to derive [56]. In order to follow the publication and avoid confu-

sion with the derivative, L will be used instead of d to indicate the thickness. Taking

a thin ferroelectric layer of thickness L with its center at L = 0, the polarisation

at the surface can attain three values. It can be either higher than, lower than or

equal to the polarisation of the bulk. Hence, considering δ being the slope of the

polarisation from the surface towards the bulk, it can be either positive, negative or

infinite as depicted in Fig. 2.5.

The free energy of a thin film at thermodynamic equilibrium has been described
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Figure 2.5: Principle of extrapolation length δ.

as [76]

F/A =

L/2∫
−L/2

dz

{
1

2
αP 2 +

1

4
γP 4 +

1

2
κ

(
dP

dz

)2
}

+
1

2
κδ−1

(
P 2
− + P 2

+

)
(2.29)

where F/A is the free energy per surface area, α ≶ 0 for T ≶ TC and linearly

temperature-dependent (α = β (T − TC) , β > 0 and constant), γ < 0 for a first-

order phase transition and γ > 0 for a second-order phase transition, κ > 0 and

constant. The surface polarisation P (z) is given by P (−L/2) = P− and P (L/2) =

P+. In order to obtain the energy minima for a system with a non-homogeneous

order parameter (dP/dz) preferred by the system, the Euler-Lagrange differential

equation

κ
d2P

dz2
− αP − γP 3 = 0 (2.30)

has to be introduced. If boundary conditions with δ as extrapolation length are

considered

dP/dz ± δ−1P = 0 at z = ±L/2, (2.31)

then

P = Pmax = P (L/2) = P (−L/2) if δ < 0 (2.32)
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and

P = Pmin = P (L/2) = P (−L/2) if δ > 0. (2.33)

As derived in [76], there is a single phase transition temperature for delta > 0,

indicating a second-order phase transition. Furthermore, a positive δ indicates a

polarisation value declining towards the electrodes, which has been derived in the

equations (2.33) above and which is displayed in Fig. 2.5. A negative value of δ

however, is defined by a polarisation increasing towards the electrodes. A material

showing this polarisation profile will exhibit two transition temperatures, typical

for a first-order phase transition. Although in this case, the existence of a thermal

hysteresis can not (solely) be attributed to latent heat originating from domain wall

motion. It rather originates in the polarisation profile itself, with different layers

of the film having different transition temperatures. This will be discussed later in

section 4.4.

2.4.3 Dielectric Non-Linearities and Landau Parameters

For the following derivation the more general relation between the free energy F

and the polarisation P being expressed in equation (2.9) has been used. Therefore,

assuming a homogeneous distribution of the polarisation, as it is general the case in

thick films, is necessary. The free energy as a function if the dielectric displacement

D and the temperature T can be written as

F (D,T ) =
1

2
αD2 +

1

4
γD4 +

1

6
δD6 − ED , (2.34)

with α = β(T − TC). The relation between D and E can be found using the first

derivative of F with respect to D which is

E =
∂F (D,T )

∂D
= αD + γ D3 + δ D5. (2.35)
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The same non-linear relation is, of course, also true for the inverse function D versus

E, with D = PS at E = 0

D(E, T ) = PS + ε0ε1E + ε0ε2E
2 + ε0ε3E

3. (2.36)

Therefore, the higher order dielectric coefficients can be derived using the n-th partial

derivative of D(E, T ) at E = 0

ε0εn =
1

n!

(
∂nD

∂En

)
E=0

. (2.37)

In order to relate permittivities with the Landau parameters, one can use the recur-

sion formula

f1(D) =
∂D

∂E
= 1/

∂E

∂D
=

1

α + 3γD2 + 5δD4
(2.38)

or more general

fn(D) =
1

n!

∂nD

∂En
=

1

n
f1(D)

∂fn−1
∂D

(2.39)

and

ε0εn = fn(PS). (2.40)

The coefficients most interesting for characterising the ferroelectric copolymers used

in this work, namely ε1, ε2 and ε3, can now be calculated using

ε0ε1 = 1/ (α + 3γP 2
S + 5δP 4

S ),

ε0ε2 = − PS(ε0ε1)
3(3γ + 10δP 2

S ),

ε0ε3 = (ε0ε1)
5(−αγ − 5(2αδ − 3γ2)P 2

S + 85δγP 4
S + 150δ2P 6

S ).

(2.41)

It is now appropriate to take a look at the ferroelectric (PS 6= 0) and the paraelectric

(PS = 0) phase. As can be seen from equation (2.41), the permittivities of odd order

do not depend on the sign of the polarisation. Considering the paraelectric case with
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PS = 0, the permittivities can be calculated by

ε0ε1 = 1/α,

ε0ε3 = − γ/α4,

ε0ε5 = (3γ2 − αδ)/α7.

(2.42)

Due to the inversion symmetry associated with the paraelectric phase, permittivities

of even order vanish above the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition temper-

ature. But below this temperature, in the ferroelectric phase, they do depend on

the sign of polarisation and are therefore proportional to the remanent polarisation

PR

ε0ε2 = −PR(ε0ε1)
3(3γ + 10δP 2

S ). (2.43)

If γ and δ are considered to be temperature-independent in the low symmetry fer-

roelectric phase, then

ε0ε2 ∝ −PR(ε0ε1)
3 and PR ∝ −

ε0ε2
(ε0ε1)3

. (2.44)

The latter can be used to describe the polarisation as a function of temperature or

time. Furthermore, the states of polarisation, up or down, can be described by using

the sign of ε2.

2.4.4 Displacive and Order-Disorder Transitions

Ferroelectric phase transitions have been traditionally divided in two general classes:

displacive and order-disorder. While most of the well-known ferroelectric materials

like BaTiO3 can be assigned to group one, others, i.e. P(VDF-TrFE), show a tran-

sition of an ordering-disordering nature. As displayed in Fig. 2.6, the lattice spacing

in P(VDF-TrFE) is a function of temperature. It can be seen, that an increasing

temperature induces a structural change from the polar and ferroelectric all-trans

conformation to the non-polar trans-gauche conformation. While during lower tem-
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peratures a lattice spacing assigned to the ferroelectric all-trans phase is dominating

the diffraction pattern, elevated temperatures cause a shift to lower diffraction an-

gles. The latter are assigned to the high-temperature, non-polar trans-gauche phase.

Figure 2.6: The X-Ray pattern of P(VDF-TrFE) 65/35 as a function of temperature [19].

2.4.5 P(VDF-TrFE) Ferroelectric Copolymer

A major part of the well studied and commercially used ferroelectrics are inorganic

materials, namely ceramics. Therefore, ferroelectric polymers are unique in some

ways. Among ferroelectric polymers, PVDF and its copolymers remain the most

used and studied since decades. PVDF has four crystalline polymorphs, as shown

in Fig. 2.7 (left). The naturally favoured, but from a ferroelectric viewpoint less

interesting phase is the non-polar α-phase. Polymorphs can be transformed into

each other, as depicted in Fig. 2.7 (right). The effort spend on a transformation can

be very high. Some of them lead to a phase which is neither favourable nor stable

and all of them include an additional work step. Therefore, Lando and Doll [39]

suggested adding defined amounts of TrFE or TeFE. The expectation was, that a

copolymer synthesised in this way would show a melt crystallisation similar to the

β-phase of PVDF. The β-phase is ferroelectric and therefore the favoured polymorph

for potential applications.
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(a) Polymorphs (b) Transformations

Figure 2.7: (a) Crystalline Polymorphs of PVDF [18]. (b) Transformations among Crystalline
Polymorphs of PVDF [18].

The structure of P(VDF-TrFE) is characterised by randomly distributed VDF and

TrFE units resulting in a molecular chain, as shown in Fig. 2.8. According to [18]

copolymers with a PVDF fraction of 50 mol%−80 mol% are of special interest, due to

their clear indication of a Curie point. By annealing the material at a temperature in-

between the Curie temperature and the melting point, crystallinity can be improved

notably. While PVDF has an average crystallinity of about 50 %, its copolymers can

show values of up to 90 %, depending on the VDF content. Figure 2.9 displays the

remanent polarisation PR as a function of the VDF content. Two things can be seen.

At first, from a VDF content of 50 % up to 80 % the remanent polarisation increases

remarkably, due to the higher dipole moment of VDF. If the content reaches 80 %

however, PR goes down, caused by a decreasing crystallinity.

Figure 2.8: Structure of P(VDF-TrFE) [14].

The VDF content is also important for the paraelectric to ferroelectric phase
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Figure 2.9: Remanent polarisation as a function of VDF content [18].

transition, i.e. the order of the transition and the phase transition temperatures.

Odajima [55] calculated that P(VDF-TrFE) copolymers with a high amount of VDF

undergo a first-order phase transition, while a lower VDF content is tied to a second-

order phase transition.

VDF-TrFE copolymers give us the possibility to deposit materials with piezo-,

pyro- and ferroelectric properties directly from the solution. This is very important

for technical applications. It is therefore highly desirable to understand the physics

of these materials, which will help us to further improve the properties important

for potential applications.

2.5 Physics of Ferroelectric Multilayer Thin Films

2.5.1 General Phenomenology

Inorganic multilayers have been described extensively in the respective literature.

The intend of this work is to extend the knowledge to polymeric multilayers. Al-

though main properties, namely polarisation versus temperature and the resulting

transition behaviour are similar, the intermixing in spin-coated multilayers is much

stronger and cannot be neglected.

There are two main ansatzes to describe multilayer systems. The most obvious

and most common ansatz involves the description of each single layer by a set of
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carefully chosen parameters. Equations representing these single systems will then

be combined to a set of functions modelling the multilayer properties. The free

energy of a system of n layers possessing m = n−1 interfaces can then be expressed

as

F =
n∑
i=1

[
αi
2
D2
i +

γi
4
D4
i +

δi
6
D6
i + fPE,i − EiDi

]
Vi

+
m∑
j=1

(fI,j − EI,jDI,j)VI,j

(2.45)

where fI is the free energy density of the appropriate interface layer, EI, DI and

VI are its electric field, its dielectric displacement and its volume, respectively. It

is important to notify that the present ansatz uses the energy density instead of

the gradient. Using the latter draws a clearer picture of the conditions, namely

the polarisation distribution within the film, but becomes rather unimportant if the

number of layers is increased.

A second, quite different ansatz is to consider the whole multilayer as an improper

ferroelectric [42]. The system will then be described by a minimum two-component

order parameter transforming according to irreducible two-dimensional representa-

tions. In this case, the single-component polarisation is not the primary effect in

the phase transition, but the secondary instead. Using this approach, Levanyuk and

Sannikov have predicted a linear dependence if the polarisation P is plotted as a

function of the temperature T , as depicted in Fig. 2.10 (left). Despite the interest-

ing approach and the similarities with results obtained for multilayers in this work,

i.e. the linear dependence of the polarisation as a function of temperature, there

are many open questions. As can be seen in Fig. 2.10 (right), the susceptibility is

rather independent of the temperature. This is not true for multilayers measured

for this work. Nevertheless, it seems worth mentioning the approach and suggesting

further studies, especially with regard to multilayer systems. Those implicate a set

of parameters, with each parameter assigned to an individual layer.

Following approach one and considering the free energy F of the layer system being

the sum of the free energies of each single layer and the dielectric displacement D
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Figure 2.10: The dependence of P and χ on T (α = α̃(T −Θ)) for the second-order (β1 > 0) phase
transition 0 ↔ 1. The dashed lines represent the dependences for E 6= 0, α0 = |e|,
P0 = |E|/κ0, χ = 1/κ, χ1 = [1 + (∆/β1)/κ] [42].

of the layer system being equal to the dielectric displacement of each single layer,

equation (2.45) can be simplified to

F =
n∑
i=1

(
αi
2
D2 +

γi
4
D4 +

δi
6
D6 + fPE,i − EiD

)
Vi

+
m∑
j=1

(fI,j − EI,jD)VI,j.

(2.46)

From equation (2.46) main properties of a layer system and the impact of an interface

layer can be derived. Assuming an equal area A for the main and the interface

layers, the volume can be replaced by the thickness studying the impact of the

latter. Having a thickness much smaller than the main layers, the interface layer’s

impact (sum) will be reduced by a smaller factor VI,j as well as by a higher electric

field EI,j. Assuming a non-ferroelectric dead layer(s), the term representing the

interface layer(s) would simplify to fI,j · VI,j.

Considering the free energy of all layers being the sum of the related polynoms

excluding the interface part, it is inevitable to assume a shift of the minima in F (D)

as well. Therefore, the location of the layer system’s spontaneous polarisation will be

shifted as well. The temperature dependence of the polarisation of a bilayer system

without the interface layer can be calculated using the first part of equation (2.46).

The result of this calculation is displayed in Fig. 2.11. It can be seen, that for the

sum of both functions the values for spontaneous polarisation at dF/dD = 0 are

shifted to values in-between PS,1 and PS,2 (Fig. 2.11, top). Calculating and plotting

the derivative (Fig. 2.11, center and bottom) it becomes apparent that the remanent
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polarisation (intersection with E-axis, center and bottom) takes values in-between

the values of the single layers. The values for the coercive field (d2(F1+F2)/dD
2 = 0)

will also be in-between the single layer values if both functions F are added. This

theoretical results will be compared to the measurements in section 4.6.1.

Figure 2.11: Sum of two functions representing the phenomenological approach discussed in 2.2
(top). Derivative of single functions F1 and F2 as well as the sum showing a medium
polarisation (center) and an increased coercive field for F1 + F2.
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2.5.2 Polarisation Profile in Multilayers

It is well known (e.g. [45]) that DC electric fields present in ferroelectric thin films

induce a polarisation at temperatures slightly above but close to the transition tem-

perature. This, in fact, is a shift of the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition

towards higher temperatures. According to soft mode theory, the electric field re-

moves the centre of symmetry causing a first-order Raman effect, with the scattering

intensity being proportional to the field applied.

The origin of the DC electric field can be of different nature, as discussed in section

2.4.1. The main source is the stress induced asymmetry created by the necessity to

deposit the film on a substrate. It can be amplified by the use of different electrodes

[21] and the native oxide layer adjacent to the bottom electrode, i.e. if aluminium is

used as an electrode material. A further source discussed in earlier publications [87]

is a non-switchable polarisation present throughout the whole temperature range

measured. This temperature-independent polarisation might be found in an in-

terface layer, since it has not been measured in thicker films of the same material.

Nevertheless, a temperature-independent polarisation can be induced in thicker films

of P(VDF-TrFE) if the as-deposited film has been poled prior annealing. The sign

of the non-switchable polarisation will then depend on the direction of the electric

field applied for poling. An appearance without an intended poling might indicate

an intrinsic field, caused by the sources named above [62].

Another source of DC fields can be introduced by combining layers having differ-

ent polarisation properties, i.e. a combination of a paraelectric and a ferroelectric

layer. A similar effect can be achieved by pairing two ferroelectric materials having

different transition temperatures. Profiles of bilayer and multilayer systems have

been discussed in [44]. Despite the polarisation profile within a layer as discussed

in 2.4.2, the interface coupling between a ferroelectric and a paraelectric layer has

been calculated.
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3 Preparation and Characterisation

3.1 Preparation of Single and Multilayer Thin Film

Devices

3.1.1 Deposition of P(VDF-TrFE) Thin Films

The amount of VDF strongly determines the properties of P(VDF-TrFE) [18].

Therefore, samples containing different molar percentages of VDF have been de-

posited (Tab. 3.1). All copolymers were provided in form of granules from Solvay.

Because of a good solubility and a low hydrophilicity, diethyl carbonate (DEC) was

used as a solvent as shown in Tab. 3.1. One has to remark, that the polymer solution

has to be heated up to 80◦C and stirred for at least two hours in order to dissolve

the copolymer granules completely.

VDF/TrFE in mol% P(VDF-TrFE)/solvent in wt% solvent

56/44 1, 2.5, 5 DEC
70/30 1, 2.5, 5 DEC
80/20 1, 2.5, 5 DEC

Table 3.1: Solutions.

Deposition of the copolymer thin films has been done by spin coating, which is

a well controlled process with reproducible results. A diagram of film thickness

versus spinning speed for different solutions is shown in Fig. 3.1. Although values

shown in Fig. 3.1 do not exactly reflect our results, since the substrates and the

solvent used in our experiments were different, they display the general behaviour of

a thin film’s thickness as a function of the spinning speed the solution’s composition.
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All parameters were chosen based experiences gained in earlier experiments. The

amount of P(VDF-TrFE) was chosen to be 1 wt% to yield ultra thin films, 2.5 wt%

and 5 wt% to yield thin films of about 20 nm, 60 nm and 200 nm, respectively. The

copolymer solution has been trickled onto the substrate using a syringe with a PTFE

made filter. The filters used had a pore size of 2µm. The value for the spinning

speed has been chosen to be 2000 rpm in order to achieve smooth, homogeneous

layers of the copolymer.

Figure 3.1: Layer thickness vs rotation speed [49].

Microscope slides were used as substrates. It is important that the edges of the

slide are not ground, because during the process of grinding small splinters of glass

fall onto the substrate. Since their temperature is usually high, they tend to be

burned-in and form a rather rough surface. Substrates were cleaned in four steps.

For every step a bath-type sonicator was used. First of all, the glass slides were put

into ethanol. The sonic was applied for five minutes. That time was not changed for

the following processes. The liquids were exchanged from ethanol to acetone, then

to ethanol again. Finally some deionised water was used to remove the residues.

All cleaning steps as well as the polymer deposition have been carried out in a

cleanroom.

After the cleaning procedure, the bottom electrodes where thermally evaporated

onto the clean substrates, followed by the copolymer and the top electrodes. The

copolymer was deposited as mentioned above. Furthermore, an annealing step was

added to increase the crystallinity of the copolymer. Annealing is described in the
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appropriate section.

Deposition of the Electrodes

The material used for the electrodes has an impact which cannot be neglected [21].

Especially the use of top and bottom electrodes made of different materials can cause

unwanted, asymmetry related effects. For availability reasons aluminium has been

used. The thin layers of the electrode material have been thermally evaporated.

Despite the low costs, aluminium increases the break-down voltage of the thin film

due to its native oxide layer. On the other hand, the oxide poses an additional layer,

causing asymmetry and increasing the electric field needed for polarisation reversal.

A sketch containing both, bottom and top electrode for a single layer thin film

device is shown in Fig. 3.2. The section, in which two electrodes overlap constitutes

a capacitor, which has been used to characterise the properties of interest. Each

sample provides 14 capacitors initially. For contacting the electrodes a standard

aluminium foil was used. It was cut into small stripes, which were then attached to

the electrodes with the help of conductive silver (commercially available solution).

Figure 3.2: Sketch (top electrodes yellow) and photograph of a capacitor-type sample.

To prevent the solvent being trapped below the top electrode material, annealing

was conducted before the final deposition step. Aluminium electrodes were non-

transparent and reflective with a thickness of approximately 50 nm. Using silver as

an electrode material led to devices showing a poor performance caused by a higher

conductivity.
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Annealing Conditions

Annealing is a process of multiple functionality. In a first step, while increasing

the temperature at an appropriate rate, the solvent will be evaporated (almost)

completely. After reaching a value well above the transition to the prototype phase

but fairly below melting, the temperature is kept constant for about two hours as

displayed in Fig. 3.3. Finally, the sample has to be cooled down slowly to support

crystallisation [18]. Parameters chosen for different film thicknesses are listed in

Tab. 3.2.

a b c

time

te
m

p
er

at
u
re

Figure 3.3: Temperature regime for annealing (a-heat up, b-annealing, c-cool down).

Thickness Annealing Heating/cooling
of film in nm temperature in ◦C rate in ◦C/min

below 100 120 2/2
above 100 140 2/2

Table 3.2: Annealing parameters.

In order to reach the temperature wanted, the furnace has to be well controlled.

Especially overheating has to be avoided, since the annealing temperature is close

to the melting point. This can be done by increasing the temperature stepwise. The

same attention has to be paid during the cooling. A slow cooling rate is important

for crystallisation. We have chosen both, heating and cooling rate, to be 2◦C/min.

3.1.2 Deposition of P(VDF-TrFE) Multilayer Thin Films

The experimental details have been already described in [95] ©2016 IEEE. VDF-

TrFE copolymer thin films of different molar ratios have been spin coated onto a glass
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substrate covered with aluminium electrodes. After the deposition and subsequent

annealing, a second copolymer thin film of the same or a different molar ratio has

been deposited on top of the first. The so built bilayer was then completed by an

annealing step and the deposition of top electrodes. Furthermore, an intermediate

electrode for single layer characterisation has been deposited at distinct positions in

the sample (Fig. 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Electrode design for the characterisation of bilayer samples. Each sample is equipped
which three sets of the pattern in which the electrodes are placed as given in the sketch.
In total, the electric properties of the two single films as well as of the bilayer can be
measured [95]©2016 IEEE.

Thickness measurements have been conducted with the capacitive method (LCR-

meter), profilometer and atomic force microscopy (AFM) as described in section

3.2. It has been shown, that the thickness sums up nearly linear if several layers

were deposited subsequently under identical conditions. Another indicator for the

first layer being stable is the stability of the electrodes on top of it. However, a

small amount of material on top of the previous layer might be solved creating

an intermixed layer, especially at parts of the film not covered by an intermediate

electrode.

As described in [95] and shown in Fig. 3.4, electrode patterns (a3, b3, c3), (a2,

b2, c2) and (a1, b1, c1) have been deposited on the substrate, on top of the bottom

layer and on top of the upper layer, respectively. Pattern b can be used to measure

the individual layers (bottom, top), while in pattern a and c the bilayer and the top

layer or the bilayer and the bottom layer can be characterised.
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3.1.3 Preparation of P(VDF-TrFE)-DNTT FerrOFET Devices

For the bottom gate design, VDF-TrFE copolymer thin films with a composition of

70/30 mol% and different thicknesses were deposited on a glass substrate covered

with anodised aluminium electrodes. If intended, the copolymer layer was then

annealed at temperatures appropriate to the film thickness (Tab. 3.2) for two hours

before the organic semiconductor was evaporated on top of it. The samples were

finalised by silver source/drain top electrodes. For the top gate design, the deposition

order has to be reversed. The deposition of the consecutive layers was done using

different techniques appropriate for the material in use. The techniques will be

described in the following sections.

Different methods have been applied to control the surface morphology. Besides

imprint techniques (embossing) and the deposition of a thin parylene layer on top

of the copolymer, the question has been raised if the annealing step is generally

necessary. As has been observed in experiments earlier, a ferroelectric hysteresis can

be recorded even for a pristine thin film after running a few poling cycles.

Deposition of the Gate Electrode

In a first step, if the bottom-up design has been used, an aluminium bottom gate

electrode was deposited. In order to prevent or minimise the leakage current, an an-

odisation of the gate electrode is advisable. The procedure to achieve an aluminium-

oxide of appropriate thickness and structure (blocking) is as follows.

1. Evaporation of aluminium gate electrode, deposition rate 40 Å per second,

thickness equal to 100 nm

2. For 0.02 mol/l stir 1.5 g trisodium citrate dihydrate (linear formula, Sigma

Aldrich: HOC(COONa)(CH2COONa)2 · 2H2O, molecular weight: 294.1) in

250 ml of deionised water

3. Place the sample in the solution, connect the sample to positive (+) and the

platinum electrode to ground
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4. Choose a voltage and a current appropriate for the thickness and the type of

oxide layer [13, 28, 34] wanted

The anodising ratio was measured to be 1.3 nm/V. So the source current and the

compliance have been chosen to be 50µA and 15 V, respectively, in order to get

a barrier-type oxide layer with a thickness of approximately 20 nm. The thickness

is mainly determined by the type, the concentration and the temperature of the

electrolyte used for anodisation [13, 28]. In order to make sure that the aluminium

oxide film is of barrier type, it was necessary to record the ionic current during the

film growth. For the barrier-type layer the current density has to show a continuous

drop, as depicted in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Current density-time transients for the formation of a barrier-type and a porous-type
anodic film on aluminium. Point A represents the point at which divergence of the
two curves occurs, and hence may be related to pore initiation phenomenon. Time t is
typically 25 sec for a 15-V step application to aluminium in 15% sulphuric acid [13, 28].

Deposition of the P(VDF-TrFE) Gate Dielectric

The ferroelectric copolymer VDF-TrFE has been deposited as described in section

3.1.1. Deposited films have been annealed at 120◦C for 2 hours to increase the

crystallinity and therefore the remanent polarisation. The device under design forms

a surface inversion channel built up at the dielectric-semiconductor interface. This

type of channel can be characterised as a two-dimensional sheet and has usually

a thickness in the order of some nanometres [72]. The surface roughness largely

depends on the surface morphology of the material used as gate dielectric. P(VDF-

TrFE) usually shows a surface roughness limited to some nanometres (arithmetic
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average of absolute values), which is sufficient for most of the applications. But being

used as a base for the conducting channel, each additional nanometre in roughness

means a loss in mobility. In order to avoid or decrease the surface roughness, several

details or techniques can be changed or varied, respectively:

� Additional imprinting or embossing after the deposition

� Decreasing the annealing temperature below 120◦C

� Skip annealing completely

� Top gate design instead of bottom gate design

� Deposition of two layers of P(VDF-TrFE), only the first layer will be annealed

� Deposition of a second layer of another smoothing and/or insulating material,

e.g. parylene C.

Some of these ideas have been tried, others have been discarded, due the materials

in use or to the deposition conditions. The influence of different details on the device

performance will be discussed in section 4.6.2.

Deposition of DNTT Organic Semiconductor

The centrepiece of each MISFET is the layer containing the channel, either con-

ductive or non-conductive, depending on the type (enhancement, depletion) and on

the voltage applied. Typically used organic semiconductors, e.g. pentacene and

DNTT, can be either deposited by evaporation or spin coating. Although the latter

is preferable because of the simplicity of the process, the evaporation method has

been used to deposit semiconductor thin films, i.e. 40 nm films of DNTT.

Deposition of the Silver Top Electrode

The top electrode has been deposited evaporating a 50 nm layer of silver at 2 nm/s.
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3.2 Characterisation Techniques

3.2.1 Thickness and Roughness Measurements

Mainly capacity measurements were used to measure the samples thickness. The

thickness can be accessed by using the simple formula

C = ε
A

d
. (3.1)

The area size of the electrodes has been measured under a classical Zeiss® micro-

scope using the supplied software. The capacity was determined using an LCR

meter, with a voltage and frequency appropriate (V < EC/10; f = 1kHz). The rel-

ative permittivities of P(VDF-TrFE) with molar fractions of 56/44 and 70/30 were

supposed to be 19 and 10.25, as can be found in [18] and [54]. To avoid misleading

assumptions, AFM measurements were conducted in order to prove the thickness.

It can be seen, that the sample’s thickness measured with the AFM is usually about

10% lower than the one determined using the capacitive method. The reason could

be of a dimorphic nature. As shown in [54], the total permittivity of a polymeric

system containing crystalline and amorphic parts can be calculated using

ε̄ = X
2/3
C

1

X
1/3
C /εK +

(
1−X1/3

C

)
/ε̄A

+
(

1−X2/3
C

)
ε̄A . (3.2)

From the equation it can be seen, that the permittivity of the copolymer strongly

depends on its crystallinity. The amorphous parts have a lower permittivity of

εA = 8 and εA = 9.3 for P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 and P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30, respectively

[62]. Having a relative permittivity εA smaller than the relative permittivity of the

crystalline material εK, which is 19 for P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 and 10.25 for P(VDF-

TrFE) 70/30, the overall permittivity of the mixed system εM can be considered to be

εA < εM < εK. For the calculation of the film thickness the relation d = ε0εMA/C

was used. It can be seen, that assuming a perfect crystal and using εK for the

calculation of the thickness, the calculated thickness value might exceed the real

thickness by the factor given in equation (3.2).
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The second reason for a deviation can be attributed to the measurement tech-

niques itself. While the AFM uses a rather small force while touching the surface,

other techniques or instruments, i.e. the DecTak profilometer, might scratch the

surface resulting in a measured thickness smaller than the actual film thickness.

But using the AFM for thickness measurements, a sharp edge has to be created in

order to separate film and substrate. This was done by scratching the film with

tweezers. In order to use the results of this measurement, one has to postulate that

using the scratching method all polymer material has been removed. Furthermore,

the substrate material should remain unharmed. The AFM has also been used to

measure the roughness of the copolymer thin films.

Additionally a DecTak profilometer was used to determine the thickness. A de-

creased contact pressure in combination with the rigidity of the annealed P(VDF-

TrFE) thin film made it possible to conduct most of the contact measurements

without harming the thin film significantly. Since we were mostly interested in the

qualitative temperature-dependent behaviour of the permittivity, a small deviation

of the latter is acceptable. Hence, a small deviation in thickness is acceptable as

well.

3.2.2 Hysteresis Measurements

The hysteresis measurements have been conducted using a principle well known since

the late 1920s [67]. If not specified otherwise, loops were recorded at a frequency of

1 kHz. For all measurements that involve a temperature variation, the sample was

placed in a vacuum chamber in order to stabilise the temperature. Fatigue behaviour

was limited using a triangular shaped signal instead of a sinusoidal function as

suggested in [83]. The capacity CR of the reference capacitor for the hysteresis

measurements was chosen to be large compared to the sample’s capacity CS, e.g.

CS/CR < 0.01.
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3.2.3 Dielectric Non-Linearities

The set-up (Fig. 3.6) used to measure the non-linearities of the ferroelectric samples

is a serial connection of the sample and a resistor of known size. An ideal resistor

is known to have a linear I-U characteristic and an impedance solely real. The

impedance of the resistor | ZR | was chosen to be small compared to that of the

sample | ZS |, e.g. | ZR |/| ZS |< 0.01. In this way, the main voltage drop can

be accounted to the sample. For measurements based on varying temperatures the

sample was placed in a vacuum chamber to stabilise temperature through limiting

convection.

The response of a dielectric sample to an harmonic electric field EE(t) contains

higher harmonics of the applied electric field’s frequency. In other words, the re-

sponse is non-linear. The amplitude of the electric field ÛE must be chosen small

enough, e.g. ÛE/ÛC < 0.1, to avoid orientational polarisation, but high enough to

pronounce the non-linear behaviour.

Figure 3.6: Sketch of a measurement set-up using an analogue lock-in amplifier.

As derived in appendix A.1 the dielectric displacement D can be described using

the harmonic excitation voltage UE(t) as

D(t) = ε0ε1
ÛE

d
cos(ω0t) + ε0ε2

(
ÛE

d
cos(ω0t)

)2

+ ε0ε3

(
ÛE

d
cos(ω0t)

)3

. (3.3)

A change in the dielectric displacement D with respect to the time t is equal to the
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current density J(t) = dD/dt. Considering Ohm’s law, the geometry of the sample,

i.e. the surface A and the thickness d, and the resistor used for the measurements,

the complex permittivities ε1 and ε1 can be determined as

ε′1 − iε′′1 =
d

ω0ε0ARMÛE

(U ′′M,1 − iU ′M,1) (3.4)

and

ε′2 − iε′′2 =
d2

ω0ε0ARMÛ2
E

(U ′′M,2 − iU ′M,2) (3.5)

Assuming an ideal insulator with no loss, the imaginary parts of the permittivities

can be neglected and the real parts can be written as

ε′1 =
d

ω0ε0ARMÛE

U ′′M,1 and ε′2 =
d2

ω0ε0ARMÛ2
E

U ′′M,2 . (3.6)

As derived in equation (2.44), the permittivities can be related to the remanent

polarisation as PR ∝ −(ε0ε2)/(ε0ε1)
3. Hence, the factor proportional to the rema-

nent polarisation can be determined by

PR ∝ −
ω2A2R2

MÛE

d

U ′′M,2
(U ′′M,1)

3
. (3.7)

If the amplitude ÛE and U ′′M,1 ∝ ε′1 are positive numbers, the state of polarisation,

up or down, can be derived solely from the sign of U ′′2 .

3.2.4 Measurements using a Software-Based Lock-In

In order to simplify the set-up towards commercialisation, the lock-in amplifier has

to be replaced or digitalised, respectively. That can be done using a set-up displayed

in Fig. 3.7.

The left element of the drawn set-up consists of a PC running Matlab. The

PC basically has to replace three devices. The first device, marked with a G and

sometimes also part of the second device is a function generator. Despite being

able to provide the desired wave forms of wanted frequency, whereby the latter
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Figure 3.7: Sketch of a measurement set-up using a software-based lock-in amplifier.

will be usually limited by the DAQ box, the function generator has to assure a

single mode excitation signal. The absence of higher harmonics is mandatory. The

second and key part of element one is a software-based lock-in amplifier, which can

be programmed using the simple mathematics underlying the lock-in principle. In

order to catch signals of lower amplitude generated by higher-order harmonics, the

digital set-up might have to be completed by an analogue amplifier. The third device

replaced by the PC is the evaluation unit.

The center element is a common DAQ box, e.g. NI USB-6251 used for data

collection. The right element consists of the sample and a reference resistor. The

latter has to be significantly smaller in resistance in order to allow a main part of

the voltage drop over the sample, as described before. A rule of thumb is a factor

of 100. For temperature spectra measurements the resistor is placed outside the

vacuum chamber, subjected to ambient temperature and can be used to measure

the sample’s response at a constant, temperature-independent value of resistance.

Within the scope of a Master’s thesis first measurements using a software-based

lock-in set-up have been conducted. The aim was to measure the permittivities ε1

and ε2 in order to calculate and record ε2/ε1 over time to quantify retention. It has

been shown, that measuring samples without a physical, but with a digital lock-in

amplifier instead yields promising results. The results have proven, that not only

the sign and therefore the state of the polarisation can be measured. It has also been
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shown, that interesting properties, i.e. the retention behaviour can be determined

through software-based lock-in measurements.

3.2.5 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM)

PFM has become a common tool to investigate piezo- or ferroelectric properties

of ferroelectric thin films. Besides studying the domain growth, domain dynamics

and structures in ferroelectric thin films, simple polarisation patterns written into

the film can be used to prove a films ferroelectricity. PFM measurements were

especially helpful to study ferroelectric ultra-thin films of VDF-TrFE copolymer.

While using classical hysteresis measurements would lead to an electrical breakdown

of the material, PFM measurements using moderate voltages are able to display

switching properties at a very high resolution. Measurements have been carried out

with a conducting tip serving as a top electrode.

For further reading on the PFM principle and applications, the PFM Application

Note on Asylum Research’s homepage can be highly recommended.
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 General Remarks

The following sections will sum up the results, their evaluation and the discussion of

the same. They have been gathered for different theoretical aspects and with regard

to different potential applications. Theoretical aspects have been discussed in several

papers published since 2011 (Contributions). The more practical aspects and the

use in applications, i.e. in (organic) ferroelectric field-effect transistors, arose from

several co-operations with universities in Hong Kong, i.e. The Polytechnic University

of Hong Kong and the University of Hong Kong, and Malaysia, i.e. the University

of Malaya. It seems advisable to mention, that although great care was taken to

avoid using original text from earlier publications, i.e. [87] ©2012 IEEE, [90], [93]

©2013 IEEE, [95] ©2016 IEEE, repetitions were inevitable at some point. The

text used in previous publications was formulated with great care.

As has been shown in publications earlier (Contributions), dielectric non-linearities

are a powerful tool to describe properties of a ferroelectric material, such as polari-

sation state, ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition order, retention time and

depolarising fields. Despite being a multi-use tool, the measurement of the dielectric

non-linearities is very sensitive and non-destructive. Both properties are especially

interesting for memory applications using ferroelectric polymers.

The conducted measurements and therefore the following chapter focus on VDF-

TrFE copolymer thin films with two different molar fractions of VDF, namely 56 %

and 70 %, and with different thicknesses. The film thickness of single layers will not

exceed 200 nm. Films with thicknesses deceeding 50 nm will usually be referred to

as ultra-thin films. The thickness range chosen might be interesting for applications
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using voltages common in (micro-) computer technology, usually not exceeding sev-

eral volts. Since the coercive field of PVDF and its copolymers is generally high

if compared to inorganic ferroelectrics, the thickness has to be reduced in order to

achieve switching with a voltage as low as 5 V. Depending on film properties, i.e.

the film thickness, the coercive field of P(VDF-TrFE) thin films is 50 MV/m (e.g.

[18]) or higher. If considering a field of 50 MV/m and a switching voltage of 5V,

the thickness of a P(VDF-TrFE) ferroelectric thin film must be as low as 100 nm.

Following the linear equation d = U/E, half of the thickness would require half of

the switching voltage. For thin films with a thickness deceeding 100 nm however,

the field might increase by a factor of 2 or higher (e.g.[10]). The same applies, if one

intends to increase the switching speed. Therefore, further decreasing the thickness

might contradict the purpose of decreasing the switching voltage, if the sample’s

set-up (electrode material, substrate, etc.) remains unchanged.

While thicknesses below 100 nm can be easily produced using spin coating, a

process which is well studied because of its extensive use in semiconductor industry,

the properties of the thin films deposited become even more complex. Surface effects

become more pronounced and bulk properties are blurred or even altered. Although

some of these properties seem to be of a pure theoretical interest, they are important

to be understood in order to get a full picture of an ultra-thin film’s behaviour. Some

will be helpful for potential applications, i.e. a shift of the transition temperature

to lower or higher values.

4.2 Dielectric Non-Linearities in P(VDF-TrFE)

Ferroelectric Thin Films

As discussed in [86], studying the dielectric non-linearities in P(VDF-TrFE) thin

films is a powerful tool to gain information on the thin film properties. The small-

signal measurements conducted are sensitive enough to collect data on the thin film

properties, but avoid major impact on the same. The technique has already been

used in [27] to measure P(VDF-TrFE) thin films with thicknesses of several µm. It

will be shown, that reducing the film thickness to 200 nm and below has a major
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impact on some thin film properties, while others remain unchanged. The properties

of interest are derived using absolute and temperature dependent values of ε1, ε2

and ε3, with the term absolute referring to the algebraic sign. Theoretical aspects

and the measurement principle have been discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 3.2.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.1, values for permittivities calculated from results at

the measurement frequency of 1 kHz and at a field significantly smaller than the

coercive field EC, can be gathered at a good quality, even for thicknesses below

30 nm. Although the signal measured throughout different temperatures becomes

smaller with decreasing thickness and therefore the change in ε1 becomes less pro-

nounced, main properties like transition temperatures and thermal hysteresis are

clearly observable. Nevertheless, if possible measurements were always backed by

recording a ferroelectric hysteresis curve. In order to do so, one has to assure that

the ferroelectric hysteresis measured shows key features as humorously emphasised

in [70], i.e. saturation at high electric field and inflection points at EC (Fig. 4.4).

During the measurements, often hysteresis loops lacking all key features have been

recorded. This is partially due to the finite resistance observed in P(VDF-TrFE)

thin films, leading to a finite conductivity which cannot be suppressed in ultra-

thin films of P(VDF-TrFE). The resistance of the samples measured is usually in

the two-digit MΩ region, so that measurement resistors have been chosen to be

10− 100 kΩ. Using the relation σ = iωε0ε derived in section 4.4.1, conductivity can

also be observed while measuring the non-linearities. Therefore, the imaginary part

of the permittivity ε′′n has to be assigned to the real part of the conductivity σ′n.

P(VDF-TrFE) thin films usually displayed permittivities having an imaginary part

εn
′′. Figure 4.1 displays the real and imaginary parts of P(VDF-TrFE) thin films. It

can be seen, that the imaginary part accounts for up to 10 % of the real part ε′1 for

the ultra-thin film with a thickness of 25 nm. The imaginary contribution decreases

to approximately 5 % if the film thickness is increased to 64 nm.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.2, the right hysteresis curve, recorded for a 175 nm P(VDF-

TrFE) thin film, shows all properties or features pointing at a material having ferro-

electric properties. There is a clear tendency to saturation at higher electric fields.

Furthermore, there are inflection points at zero dielectric displacement indicating a
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maximum slope associated with the coercive field EC.

Figure 4.1: Real (ε′1, ◦) and imaginary (ε′′1 , ?) part of the permittivity ε1 of a 25 nm (upper line)
and 64 nm (lower line) P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol% thin film.

Figure 4.2: Ferroelectric hysteresis curves of P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol% thin films, 64 nm (left, [87]
©2012 IEEE) and approximately 180 nm (right).

The left hysteresis curve, recorded for 64 nm P(VDF-TrFE) thin film appears to

lack all properties mentioned in the paragraph above. There is no clear sign of

saturation. The slope at zero dielectric displacement shows no inflection points.

The appearance could lead to the assumption that the material under observation is

not ferroelectric, but rather of a lossy capacitor type. Thin films of P(VDF-TrFE)

are lossy indeed, especially if subjected to high electric fields as applied during

a hysteresis measurement. Nonetheless, the graphs drawn for the same thin film
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and for ε1 and the remanent polarisation in Fig. 4.3 clearly indicate a ferroelectric

material. If in doubt, plotting the derivative of the hysteresis as shown in Fig. 4.4 is

also useful if other measurement techniques are not available. The inflection points

can be easily recognised as a local maxima of the permittivity, while in the saturation

region the permittivity approaches zero. Due to the finite resistance of the samples,

a full saturation could never be recorded. If desired, all parts not representing the

ferroelectric polarisation could be excluded mathematically.

Figure 4.3: Real part of the permittivity ε′1 and polarisation (both directions) for a 64 nm ferro-
electric thin film of P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol% (similarly published in [90]).

Figure 4.4: Hysteresis curve (D, ◦) and its derivative dD/dE (εr, ?) of a 200 nm ferroelectric thin
film of P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol%.

Polarisations as displayed in Fig. 4.3 (right) have been calculated using the linear

permittivity ε1 and the non-linear permittivity ε2. As derived in [86], ε2 is related

to the spontaneous polarisation through

ε0ε2 = −PR(ε0ε1)
3(3γ + 10δP 2

S ), (4.1)
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with the term (3γ + 10δP 2
S ) assumed to be temperature-independent. Assuming

a positive ε1, the state of polarisation in memory applications can be determined

using the sign of ε2 only. Figure 4.5 displays ε2 of a P(VDF-TrFE) thin film recorded

for cooling and heating as well as for both possible directions of poling. Since an

unpolarised material should behave as an ideal capacitor, permittivity with even

indices should be zero for small-signal measurements. As can be clearly seen from

Fig. 4.5, ε2 is rather non-zero above the upper transition temperature and while

cooling. That could indicate a non-vanishing polarisation, favouring one direction.

Further details will be discussed in 4.5.1.

Figure 4.5: Real part of the non-linear permittivity ε′2 for a P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol% ferroelectric
thin film. The permittivity was recorded for both poling directions (up and down), for
heating and cooling [87]©2012 IEEE.

4.3 Thermal Hysteresis and Phase Transition Order

in P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 Thin Films

P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction of 56/44 is known to undergo a ferroelectric

to paraelectric phase transition of second order, e.g. [54] and Fig. 4.6 (right). If

the VDF fraction is increased, the transition order will change to the first order,

allowing metastable states and displaying a thermal hysteresis if the permittivity ε1

versus temperature is plotted. An example is P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction

of 70/30 as depicted in Fig. 4.6 (left). Increasing the molar content of PVDF means,

at the same time, increasing the crystallinity of the material and consequently the
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size of crystallites pervading the semi-crystalline material.

As stated in [54], a semi-crystalline material like (thin) films of PVDF and its

copolymers allows two mechanisms of realising zero remanent polarisation, as com-

monly displayed by unpoled films. One is to give the dipoles arranged in chains a

random orientation, meaning the net dipole moment is zero. The second one is to

decompose into domains, regions showing a uniform orientation. The domain struc-

ture is not to be confused with the crystalline structure. A polycrystalline material

indeed allows single domain properties. Nevertheless, existence and size of the do-

mains strongly depends on the size of the crystallites. As the temperature decreases

below the transition point, domains start to grow and energy will be dissipated in

order to move domain walls. The existence of latent heat in ferroelectric material is

linked to the domain growth. Since larger domains will exist in films having a higher

crystallinity ([63]), the latent heat, and therefore the size of the thermal hysteresis,

will grow with crystallinity and VDF content until a limit is reached (Fig. 2.9).

These mechanisms are certainly true for thick films, when the thickness of the film

significantly exceeds the thickness of the contact layer. They might be influenced

by other phenomena if the film’s thickness decreases significantly and approaches

the size of the dead-, interface- or metal layer, with the latter representing the elec-

trodes sandwiching the thin film(s). A clear sign of such phenomena superimposing

bulk material mechanisms can be observed by studying the non-linear dielectric per-

mittivities. In order to compare thick film properties with those exhibited by thin

films, results published earlier in a PhD-thesis [62] have been used. For the exper-

iments published in [62] not only the same materials, but also the same batches of

copolymer were used.

For comparison only the first-order linear, or as it is sometimes called the 0th-order

non-linear permittivity ε1 will be considered. Regarding the shift of the transition

temperatures and the appearance of a thermal hysteresis, the third-order non-linear

permittivity ε3 will follow the behaviour of other permittivities having odd indices,

i.e. ε1. As can be seen from the comparison of Fig. 4.6 upper part and Fig. 4.7,

transition temperatures for the heating cycles are shifted by approximately 5◦C.

While the shift in P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 (Fig. 4.7, left) might partially originate from
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a pre-polarisation visible from the different start- and end values, as reported in

[62], the shift in P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 (Fig. 4.7, right) also appears in an unpoled

sample. The result of the shift for one direction of the cycle, i.e. the heating cycle,

introduces a thermal hysteresis. Since the appearance of the same is considered

to be a sign for a first-order phase transition, the type of transition must have

been changed for thin films, as suggested by Qu and co-workers in [65]. Ong and

co-workers [57] where not convinced of Qu’s argument. They have shown, that

equations and therefore solutions for supercooling and superheating temperatures

are equal, clearly indicating a second-order phase transition. The thermal hysteresis

recorded for heating and cooling cycles might therefore not originate from latent

heat, caused by domain wall motion.

Figure 4.6: First- and third-order permittivity of a 70/30 mol% (left column) and a 56/44 mol%
(right column) P(VDF-TrFE) thick film (thickness a few µm). The film was measured
in a heating (�) and in a cooling (◦) cycle [27].

As derived in 2.4.3, the third-order non-linear permittivity ε3 in the paraelectric

phase is directly connected to the second Landau parameter γ by

ε0ε3 = −γ/α4 (4.2)
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Figure 4.7: Real part of ε1 as a function of temperature of a 175 nm thick 70/30 mol% (left) and a
200 nm thick 56/44 mol% (right) P(VDF-TrFE) thin film in a heating (�) and cooling
(◦) cycle (similarly published in [90]).

where γ and ε0 are considered to be temperature-independent values. Since the

vacuum permittivity ε0 and any number with an exponent x being an even integer are

always positive, the signs of γ and ε3 are directly related to each other. Furthermore,

one knows from theory that the free energy F of a second-order phase transition

can be described by equation (2.9) with a positive γ. The third-order non-linear

permittivity ε3 should therefore be negative in the paraelectric phase. For a first-

order phase transition the opposite is true, γ will be negative and ε3 will be positive.

According to the pre-conditions used in chapter 2, all this is true for the paraelectric

phase.

Comparing the results for thicker films with the results of the measurements con-

ducted for this work for ε1 and ε3 of a P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 thin film (Fig. 4.8), one

can clearly see that although ε1 exhibits a thermal hysteresis, suggesting a change of

the transition order from second, known for bulk material, to first, ε3 stays negative

in the paraelectric phase. This indicates, that also the sign of the Landau parameter

γ does not change. This could furthermore lead to the conclusion, that the origin

of the thermal hysteresis observed for the temperature plot of ε1 is a non-vanishing

polarisation in some parts of the film, e.g. close to the surface, rather than a change

in the phase transition order.

The situation becomes different, if the film thickness is further reduced. As dis-

played in Fig. 4.9, the thermal hysteresis can be observed for both, a 130 nm (left)

and a 30 nm (right) unpoled thin film of 56/44 mol% P(VDF-TrFE). In the lower

line of the figure, the comparison of ε3 for both thicknesses shows that for the thinner
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Figure 4.8: Real parts of ε1 and ε3 of a 200 nm thick 56/44 mol% P(VDF-TrFE) thin film in a
heating (�) and cooling (◦) cycle (similarly published in [90]).

30 nm film the behaviour of ε3 changes. While alternating its sign in the paraelec-

tric phase for the 130 nm film, the 30 nm film displays a positive ε3 throughout the

measured temperature range, including the paraelectric phase.

Figure 4.9: Real parts of ε1 and ε3 of a 130 nm (left) and a 30 nm (right) 56/44 mol% P(VDF-TrFE)
thin film in a heating (�) and cooling (◦) cycle. Both unpoled.

The origin of this behaviour could not been clarified yet. As will be shown in

section 4.4.2, the energy difference J between the trans- and gauche phase is thought

to have a significant impact in the transition behaviour. While theory predicts a

first-order phase transition for negative values of J , positive values of J are assigned
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to a second-order phase transition. Due to reasons emphasised in [55], e.g. the

neglected dependence of Gibbs free energy on the lattice spacing, the phase transition

of P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 could be of first order instead, independent of the sign of

J . This is the case, if the resulting electrostrictive coupling coefficient is sufficient

in size. This conclusion would also explain the appearance of a thermal hysteresis

in the discussed results. It does however, not explain the change in the behaviour

of ε3. Following Odajima’s argumentation in [55], the latter should stay positive

throughout the measurements, independent of the film thickness. It seems therefore

advisable, to consider additional terms in further studies.

4.4 Interface-Related Effects in Ferroelectric Thin

Films of P(VDF-TrFE)

The impact of surfaces and interfaces on the properties of the ferroelectric to para-

electric phase transition has been emphasised and discussed extensively (e.g. [37],

[76]). In order to include the inevitable impact in the phenomenological approach,

the change of polarisation close to the surfaces or interfaces has to be included. As

motivated in [76], the common approach to the free energy F can be extended by a

term considering the change of polarisation between bulk and surface as well as the

surface polarisation itself

F/A =

t/2∫
−t/2

dz

{
1

2
αP 2 +

1

4
γP 4 +

1

2
κ

(
dP

dz

)2
}

+
1

2
κδ−1

(
P 2
− + P 2

+

)
. (4.3)

Without depolarisation fields and with strong interactions close to or within the sur-

face layer, the extrapolation length is negative δ < 0 and the transition temperature

TC of the surface layer is higher than the bulk transition temperature Tc0 [37]. If

non-negligible depolarisation fields being non-parallel to the surface occur, TC will

be found equal to Tc0 [37]. In thin films of VDF-TrFE copolymers however, the

finite size of the charge distribution in the metal electrodes sandwiching the film or

bilayer will give rise to a depolarisation field partially compensated by the formation
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of domains. Size, shape and switching dynamics of these domains however, strongly

depend on the nature of the interface connected [25]. The appearance of an oxide

layer at some electrodes and the mismatch associated with the substrate may lead

to additional asymmetries.

Polarisation profiles of thin P(VDF-TrFE) films have been measured and described

by Ploss and Smykalla in [71]. The material used for their samples has been taken

from the same batches of P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 and P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 as the

material used for the experiments in this work. In order to record a polarisation

depth profile of a 40µm thick bilayer, the pyroelectric current has been measured

using the LIMM method. The first results displayed in Fig. 4.10 suggest, that the

polarisation measured at the electrodes is significantly lower as the bulk polarisa-

tion. The very low pyroelectric current measured in this region could originate from

dead dielectric layers as well as from layers having a high fraction of non-switchable

polarisation. The polarisation in the vicinity of the electrodes on the other hand,

experiences a sharp rise followed by a sharp drop, reaching a plateau representing

the bulk polarisation value.

Figure 4.10: The spatial distribution of the pyroelectric coefficient r(x) of a 40µm thick VDF-TrFE
bilayer of molar ratios 70/30 and 56/44 after electrode poling [71].

What can be derived from the results discussed so far is that depolarisation fields

or static electric fields, which are always present in ferroelectric thin films, have a

non-negligible impact on the thin film properties, i.e. on its polarisation. Therefore,

the following sections will be attributed to the calculation of the existing field as
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well as an evaluation of the impact of such a static electric field on the polarisation.

4.4.1 Shift of Transition Temperature

According to [8], a depolarisation field will cause a shift of the bulk transition tem-

perature T0 to T ?, which is the films transition temperature. This change can be

calculated using

T ? = T0 −
λ

ε0εe d β
(4.4)

where λ is the screening length, εe is the permittivity of the electrode material, d

is thickness of the ferroelectric material and β is a positive, real number scaling the

linear change of the first Landau parameter α under varying temperatures

α = β (T − T0) . (4.5)

The permittivity of the metal ε0εe can be assumed to be equal to ε0, resulting from

the following considerations. The Drude model, which can be used to describe the

motion of electrons within a metal, can be written as

ṗ+
p

τ
= −eE. (4.6)

A possible solution for this linear equation of 1st order is

p(t) = p0e
−iωt. (4.7)

Substituting solution 4.7 in equation (4.6) and assuming a harmonic excitation with

E = E0e
−iωt one gets

d(p0e
−iωt)

dt
= −p0e

−iωt

τ
− eE0e

−iωt, (4.8)

which is

−iωp0 = −p0
τ
− eE0. (4.9)
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Furthermore, it is known that the electronic current density j and the DC conduc-

tivity σ0 are defined as

a) j = −nev and b) σ0 =
ne2τ

m
, (4.10)

respectively. Inserting equation (4.9) into equation (4.10) part a) and taking 4.10

part b) into account, the current density is given by

j = − σ0
1− iωτ

E0 (4.11)

where

σ

1− iωτ
= σ(ω). (4.12)

Finally Ohm’s law can be derived as

j = σ(ω)E0. (4.13)

From equation (4.12) one can see that σ is a complex number, i.e.

σ = σ′ + iσ′′. (4.14)

With Ohm’s law, the relation between the dielectric displacement D and the applied

electric field E

D = ε0ε(ω)E and dD/dt = j (4.15)

one can find the relation between the conductivity σ and the permittivity ε which

is

σ = iωε0ε. (4.16)

Knowing that aluminium has a relaxation time τ in the order of 10−14s one can derive

from equation (4.12) that σe(ω) is basically equal to the DC conductivity σ0 and can
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be considered as a real number. The permittivity is a pure imaginary number then

and ε0εe is equal to ε0. The screening length λ of the electrode is 45 pm according

to [10]. Landau parameters have been calculated for a thin film of P(VDF-TrFE)

with a molar fraction of 56/44 (Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12) using the relation derived in

section 2.4.3. The slope α0 can be calculated using equation (4.5).

β =
dα

dT
for T > T0. (4.17)

Figure 4.11: Landau parameters α and γ of a 200 nm thick 56/44 mol% P(VDF-TrFE) thin film
in a heating (�) and cooling (◦) cycle.

The first Landau parameter α has been modelled using previous calculations dis-

played in Fig. 4.12. Determining β, which is the slope of the line plotted in Fig. 4.12,

leads to a similar result as observed in studies of thicker films of 56/44 VDF-TrFE

copolymer [62]. Assuming a β of 3 · 107 Vm/(KC) and a thickness of 200 nm, the

Figure 4.12: The first Landau parameter α modelled for a 200 nm thick 56/44 mol% P(VDF-TrFE)
thin film.
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transition temperature will be shifted by

T ? = T0−
45 · 10−12 m

8.854 · 10−12 Fm−1 · 200 · 10−9 m · 3 · 107 Vm(KC)−1
= T0−0.85 K (4.18)

according to equation (4.4). As can be seen in Fig. 4.8, the shift is usually larger the

the calculated T0−0.85 K, exceeding 5 K, indicating that there are more mechanisms,

other than screening, present in thin films of P(VDF-TrFE). One of them will be

introduced in the following paragraphs.

Another approach is to start with the transition temperature shift observed in the

results, in order to estimate the field present. By using equation

(TPeak − T0) =
3

4

(
4γ

β3

)1/3

E2/3 (4.19)

derived in [45, pp. 171-172], the electric field can be directly calculated. After

rearranging the equation with regard to the electric field E, one gets

E =

4 · (TPeak − T0)

3

(
4γ

β3

)1/3


3/2

. (4.20)

Substituting the physical quantities by the values determined for P(VDF-TrFE) thin

films of a few µm in thickness in [62], one has to calculate

E =

 4 · 5 K

3

(
4 · 1 · 1012 Vm5C−3

(3.3 · 107 Vm(KC)−1)3

)1/3


3/2

. (4.21)

Solving the equation, the field calculated is approximately 1.6·106 V/m. Considering

the fact, that large fractions of the depolarisation field will be compensated by the

formation of domains as well as by free charge carries available in the sample, the

calculated value is of plausible size. Furthermore, the calculated field is lower than

the coercive field measured in P(VDF-TrFE) thin films and lower than the electric

field values used for in the non-destructive permittivity measurements.
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Besides a shift of transition temperatures resulting in a thermal hysteresis and an

impact on the shape of the thin film’s polarisation profile, with the latter being a

possible origin if the first, constant electric fields are known to have an impact on

the remanent polarisation as a function of the temperature PR(T ). This possible

impact will be discussed in the following section.

4.4.2 The Effect of a Constant Electric Field on P(T) for a

Second-Order Phase Transition

It has been observed in the measurements, that the polarisation in multilayers,

assembled of single layers with different compositions of P(VDF-TrFE), tends to

change linearly with increasing temperature rather than showing the
√

(TC − T )

-behaviour predicted by theory. This might be attributed to an additional field,

present in multilayers of different compositions.

As stated in [12] and [45], an external electric field of whatever nature has a consid-

erable impact on the polarisation behaviour, i.e. close to the transition temperature.

As discussed in the preceding sections, such a field can lead to a shift in the transi-

tion temperature and to the presence of a thermal hysteresis. Another effect is the

blurring of the phase transition, making it rather continuous than discontinuous. In

order to derive the polarisation as a function of the temperature for different electric

fields, one can start with the common approach of a thermodynamic potential as

used in equation (2.9)

F (D,T ) =
1

2
αD2 +

1

4
γD4 − ED . (4.22)

In order to simplify the calculation, only the linear and the non-linear terms up to

D4 will be considered. From the equation above one can derive

∂F (D,T )

∂D
= αD + γ D3 − E . (4.23)

At ∂F/∂D = 0 the dielectric displacement D is equal to the spontaneous polarisation
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PS, so that

0 = αPS + γ P 3
S − E (4.24)

with α = β(T − TC) and β as well as γ being positive constants for a second-order

phase transition. Assuming zero electric field, the polarisation can be calculated by

rearranging equation (4.23) and excluding the trivial solution PS = 0

PS
2 = −α

γ
and PS

2 = −β(T − TC)

γ
. (4.25)

If the electric field is non-zero however, the calculation becomes more complex. In

order to simulate the impact of a static electric field on the thermal behaviour of the

polarisation, the equation has to be set up as polarisation P as a function of tem-

perature T under different constant electric fields E. Using Maxima to analytically

resolve the equation one gets

P =


√

27E2γ+4α3

γ

23
3
2γ

+
E

2γ


1
3

− α

3γ

√
27E2γ+4α3

γ

23
3
2 γ

+ E
2γ

 1
3

. (4.26)

In order to simplify equation (4.26), the coefficients β and γ have been treated as

constants with values taken from [62] (films of a few µm in thickness). Coefficients

determined for films with a higher thickness were thought to be more appropriate

for general calculations, avoiding an overlap with phenomena apparent in thinner

films. Equation (4.24) then reappears as

0 = 3.3 · 107 Vm(KC)−1(T − TC)PS + 1 · 1012 Vm5C−3 P 3
S − E . (4.27)
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and equation (4.26) then simplifies to

P =

(√
5.324 · 109 V2m−2K−3(T − TC)3 + E2

2 · 1012 Vm5C−3
+

E

2 · 1012 Vm5C−3

) 1
3

− 11 C2K−1m−4(T − TC)

1 · 106

(√
5.324·109 V2m−2K−3(T−TC)3+E2

2·1012 Vm5C−3 + E
2·1012 Vm5C−3

) 1
3

.

(4.28)

An equivalent approach might has been used in [46]. Although the equation was

not mentioned in the publication, printing equation (4.28) in (Fig. 4.14) leads to

a similar result as shown in the graphs in Fig. 4.13. Analysing the latter, one

can clearly see irregularities for lower fields and lower temperatures. The origin

of these can be derived form equation (4.28). For lower fields, the term 5.324 ·

109 V2m−2K−3(T − TC)3 + E2 within the square root becomes negative and there-

fore, its solution is complex. In order to avoid missing results, Mr. Lu and co-workers

might have chosen to use the absolute which leads to a gap-free graph as depicted

in Fig. 4.13 (Lu) and Fig. 4.14 (right, own calculations).

Figure 4.13: Polarisation versus temperature relationships with various DC biases for 55/45 copoly-
mer [46].

In order to analyse the problem and find a gap-free solution, one can start with

the more general explanation used in equation (4.26). The term (27E2γ + 4α3)/γ

generally assembles the term 5.324 · 109V2m−2K−3(T − TC)3 + E2 analysed in the

paragraph above. Since α contains a linear dependence on the temperature T with
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Figure 4.14: Polarisation versus temperature calculated for increasing DC biases (increase indicated
by arrow, values equal to [46]) for 55/45 mol% P(VDF-TrFE). Left graph without
using the absolute values within the square route.

α = β(T − TC), the function containing α3 can be considered hyperbolic, while

the applied field E is shifting the intersection with the ordinate. If E is chosen

sufficiently high, all values for positive (above TC) or negative (below TC) factors

(T − TC) and therefore the whole term will be positive, even for temperatures far

below TC, e.g. at room temperature for E equal to 80 MV/m (Fig. 4.15).

Figure 4.15: The term (27E2γ + 4α3)/γ for different electric fields and a positive γ. Right: mag-
nified in the vicinity of the origin.

At this point it seems advisable to note that the value of 80 MV/m is approx-

imately the size of the coercive field present in ferroelectric thin films of P(VDF-

TrFE). Therefore, a calculation leading to a constant electric field of this size, pene-

trating through the whole thin film needs further consideration. A potential ansatz

is to question the temperature-independent γ.

Considering (27E2γ + 4α3)/γ in equation (4.26), one can easily determine when

27E2γ outruns 4α3. Close to the transition temperature β is equal or bigger than
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α. If β is in the order of 3.3 · 107 Vm(KC)−1, as emphasised earlier, then 4α3 is

about 3.5 · 1023 V3m3C−3. If γ is 1 · 1012 Vm5C−3, 27E2 has to be in the order of

1 · 1011 V2m−2 in order to gain an approximately equal result for both therms. Con-

sidering a static electric field in the order of 1.6 · 106 V/m as calculated earlier, the

term 27E2γ would be already approximately 500 · 4α3. Assuming a temperature-

independent γ, the temperature dependence of (27E2γ + 4α3)/γ can therefore be

neglected for fields exceeding a certain value, e.g. some MV/m. The polarisation

P in equation (4.26) will solely depend on −α or β(T − TC), respectively. Further

decreasing the temperature at a constant, small field will cause a domination off 4α3

and therefore lead to complex results and the aforementioned incomplete graphs dis-

played in Fig. 4.14 (left). Further increasing the applied electric field will straighten

the graph resulting in a line with a negative slope (Fig. 4.14), because the shape of

the graph will again solely depend on −α.

In order to achieve a stable and non-complex solution, gamma can be chosen to

be negative in the ferroelectric phase, as emphasised in [62]. Therefore, the sign of

the hyperbolic function will be switched for negative values of T < TC as depicted

in Fig. 4.16. If considering the unbiased case with E equal to zero and P 2
S = −α/γ,

a negative γ would lead to a complex solution, since P 2 < 0 is only true for complex

numbers.

Figure 4.16: The term (27E2γ + 4α3)/γ for different electric fields and a negative γ. Right: mag-
nified in the vicinity of the origin.

Lu and co-workers [46] additionally considered the field dependence of TC. Since

a consideration of the same would only change the slope of the graph, but would

have no influence on its shape, it was neglected in the calculations presented here.
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Another way to get information on the Landau parameters can be derived from

an approach published by Odajima and co-workers [55]. As shown in chapter 2, the

ansatz is based on statistical mechanics. Following this approach, all parameters

depend on the temperature in a non-linear fashion with

α =

(
kT

µ
e−J/kT − zA

2µ

)
/Nµ ,

γ =
kT

µ
e−J/kT

1

2

(
1− 1

3
e−2J/kT

)
/(Nµ)3 and

δ =
kT

µ
e−J/kT

3

4

(
1

2
− 1

3
e−2J/kT +

1

10
e−4J/kT

)
/(Nµ)5 .

(4.29)

This approach will be used to re-plot Fig. 4.14. Therefore, the parameters in equation

(4.26) can be substituted by the parameters derived from Odajima’s approach. For

the sake of simplicity the Landau parameters in equation (4.24) will be substituted

before transposing it, in order to find an expression for the spontaneous polarisation

PS as a function of temperature T for different electric fields E

0 =
1

Nµ

(
kT

µ
e−J/kT − zA

2µ

)
PS +

1

(Nµ)3
kT

µ
e−J/kT

1

2

(
1− 1

3
e−2J/kT

)
P 3
S −E

(4.30)

For plotting equation (4.30), it is necessary to determine the quantities contained.

The dipole moment of P(VDF-TrFE) can be calculated considering the different

molar fractions of VDF and TrFE

µP(VDF−TrFE) = xVDF · µVDF + (1− xVDF) · µTrFE . (4.31)

With monomers having a dipole moment of µm,VDF = 7 · 10−30 Cm and µm,TrFE =

3.5·10−30 Cm, the dipole moment of the copolymer is µ56/44 ≈ 5.5·10−30 Cm following

equation (4.31). As pointed out in [18], the unit cell of PVDF consists of 5 dipolar

units, one in the center and the other 4 cornering the cell. The resulting dipole

moment is therefore µcell = µm + 4 · µm/4 = 2µm. The volume of the unit cell is

Vcell = 0.256 nm · 0.858 nm · 0.491 nm = 0.108 nm3. The dipole density is therefore
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18/nm3 for pure PVDF. Considering the unit cell measures published in [75], the

number of monomers per volume Nm for P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction of

56/44 is approximately 16/nm3. According to Odajima’s theory, a dipole moment

is assigned to each lattice point represented by a carbon atom in a chain or in a

crystal. The number Nm therefore doubles while the dipole moment is half of the

value calculated earlier: N = Nm ·2 = 32/nm3 and µ = µm/2 = 2.75 Cm. Assuming

the intersection of the Landau parameter α with the temperature axis is equal to

the transition temperature α(T0) = 0, the interchain interaction energy zA can be

described by zA = 2kT0e
−J/kT0 . As emphasised in [64], Odajima’s theory does not

include the effects of domain wall motion. Therefore, T0 has to be chosen to match

the value of a poled sample, which is 72◦C for P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44.

Discussing the energy difference J is a rather complex matter. The energy dif-

ference J between (all-)trans and (trans-)gauche bondings for P(VDF-TrFE) has

been determined for different compositions using different methods. In their mea-

surements and calculations B.Ploss and B.Ploss ([62], [64]) used measurements of

the dielectric non-linearities to determine J = uG − uT and compared them with

the results published by Tashiro and co-workers, who used infrared absorbance mea-

surements to calculate ∆u = uTT − uTG [75]. Since all energy values are positive,

there should be just a difference in the sign using the two equations. Nevertheless,

while the results for measurements of the 70/30 P(VDF-TrFE) thin films reproduced

Tashiro’s results well, the measurements of the 56/44 P(VDF-TrFE) thin films devi-

ated significantly. Using the dielectric non-linearities measurement yields a value of

−1.52 kJ/mol for P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction of 56/44, while the infrared

absorbance yields a value of 6.4 kJ/mol (sign corrected). Following Odajima’s theory,

the first negative value indicates a first-order phase transition. The value measured

by Tashiro and co-workers indicates a second-order phase transition instead, since J

is clearly positive. Although Tashiro’s results meet Odajima’s predictions, the lat-

ter brought up the issue that experimental results have shown that P(VDF-TrFE)

with a molar composition if 56/44 shows the behaviour of a first-order phase tran-

sition rather than second-order phase transition properties. Odajima argues, that

the electrostrictive term has to be included in the calculation, since the material is
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not confined in all the directions. The volume can therefore change, changing the

lattice spacing as well, or vice versa. While the measurements suggest a change

in sign of ε3 for thicker films, the values stayed positive throughout the measured

temperature range for thinner films, as shown in Fig 4.9. The latter would indicate

a negative γ as expected for a first-order phase transition and as plotted using a

trans-gauche energy difference smaller than zero (J < 0). Using J = 6.4 kJ/mol to

plot γ gives positive values only (Fig. 4.17), which indicates a second-order phase

transition according to Odajima’s theory. In order to decide in favour of one value

for the calculations, one has to consider the measurement results gained from thicker

films of 80 nm and more. Firstly, ultra-thin films pose a special case not covered by

the theory used here. And secondly, using J = −1.52 kJ/mol ([62], [64]) produces a

γ changing the sign in the vicinity of the phase transition (Fig. 4.17) equal to what

has been derived from the ε3-measurements in Fig. 4.9 (bottom left). And finally,

this particular result was gained using the same measurement technique used in [62]

to measure the dielectric non-linearities.

Figure 4.17: Landau’s parameter γ for different compositions of P(VDF-TrFE) and different mea-
surement techniques. Similar compositions plotted in one diagram. P(VDF-TrFE)
56/44 mol% (black line, [62], [64]) and 55/45 mol% (red line, [75]) left. P(VDF-TrFE)
70/30 mol% (black line, [62], [64]) and P(VDF-TrFE) 72/28 mol% (red line, [75])
right.
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Resolving equation (4.30) with regard to P one gets

P =


√
− (8b3−9E2b) d3−24b2c d2+(24b c2+27E2b)d−8c3

bd (d2−3)

a3bd (d2 − 3)
− 3E

a3b (d3 − 3d)


1
3

+

2bd− 2c

a2b (d3 − 3d)

√
− (8b3−9E2b) d3−24b2c d2+(24b c2+27E2b)d−8c3

bd (d2−3)

a3bd (d2−3) − 3E
a3b (d3−3d)

 1
3

(4.32)

with a = 1/(N µ), b = k T/µ, c = (zA)/(2nµ) and d = e(−J/(nkT )). Figure 4.18

shows the polarisation as a function of temperature for J = −1.52 kJ/mol at dif-

ferent electric fields. As can be seen, the behaviour of the polarisation as a func-

tion of the temperature is completely different if Odajima’s theory is used. Rather

than displaying a decreasing polarisation with increasing temperature, the graph

shows a polarisation continuously rising with a sharp increase close to the transition

temperature of the unpoled samples, which is approximately 60◦C. The point of

discontinuity matches the null of γ displayed in Fig. 4.17.

Figure 4.18: P (T ) for different electric fields (J = −1.52 kJ/mol, P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol%).

The results discussed above, using the parameters gained through Odajima’s the-

ory should be the subject of further consideration. The result plotted in Fig. 4.18

does not match the expectations and more importantly does not give the expected

result for a zero electric field. One possible reason is that the parameters gained

though Odajima’s theory have been used in an equation derived using the phe-

nomenological approach. Therefore, it seems advisable to use Odajima’s parameters

with equation (2.22) rather than using them with equation (4.26).
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4.5 Dielectric Non-Linearities and Ferroelectric

Devices

4.5.1 Polarisation State from Non-Linearities

As derived in section 2.4.3, the polarisation state of the ferroelectric can be directly

accessed by using the dielectric permittivities of first and second order, ε1 and ε2.

Considering the given assumptions, e.g. that the Landau parameters γ and δ are

temperature-independent, the calculated value is then directly proportional to the

remanent polarisation. This method is non-destructive, highly sensitive and easy to

implement, which makes it favourable for all kinds of measurements and applications.

The polarisation can be plotted as a function of temperature as well as a function

of time. A 3D-plot combining both variables would be of particular interest for the

characterisation of materials for memory applications. As derived in section 4.2, the

sign of the second-order permittivity ε2 would be sufficient in order to determine the

state of polarisation. The sign could then simply be assigned to ”0” or ”1” in order

to define the states of a ferroelectric memory device.

Polarisation for Different Molar Compositions of P(VDF-TrFE)

Polarisation as a function of temperature has been determined for two types of

copolymers having different molar ratios of VDF and TrFE, which are 70/30 and

56/44. It can be seen from Fig. 4.19, that the maximum value for the polarisation

varies for different molar ratios. P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar ratio of 70/30 shows

higher values of remanent polarisation than 56/44. The higher polarisation origi-

nates from a higher amount of dipoles present in PVDF. As suggested in [19], the

remanent polarisation peaks at a molar fraction of PVDF approaching 80 %. Ex-

ceeding 80 % however, results in a loss of crystallinity and in a loss of the ferroelectric

β-phase, barely present in unstrained PVDF. Increasing the amount of PVDF fur-

thermore increases the transition temperature, as can be seen from Fig. 4.19. It has

also been suggested to change the type of phase transition from second order for

P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 to first order for P(VDF-TrFE). The latter might be limited
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to the deviations for thin films of P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 discussed in section 4.3.

While the order of the phase transition is changed, the transition temperature

for the cooling cycle stays constant. Polarisation starts to drop at approximately

or even below 50◦C for P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction of 56/44. In P(VDF-

TrFE) 70/30 the polarisation remains stable up to 80◦C, far exceeding the working

temperatures of commercially used memories, i.e. solid state drives. Furthermore,

it can be seen that the polarisation is different for different directions of poling. The

asymmetry partially originates from effects discussed in 4.4.

Figure 4.19: Comparison of two P(VDF-TrFE) thin films, left molar fraction of 70/30 and right mo-
lar fraction of 56/44, poled in both directions (�,4: heating, ◦, �: cooling) (similarly
published in [90]).

Non-Switchable Temperature-Independent Polarisation

As discussed before, phase transition temperatures were found to be higher in thin

films, while the remanent polarisation was found to be smaller. If present, the ther-

mal hysteresis is more pronounced. Additionally, a temperature-independent polar-

isation can be observed. As can be seen in Fig. 4.20 and its magnification Fig. 4.21,

the term proportional to the remanent polarisation is non-zero after exceeding the

transition temperature and throughout the cooling cycle. This non-switchable part

of the polarisation is independent of the poling direction and appears to be approxi-

mately 10 % of the remanent polarisation measured in this films. In all measurements

the non-vanishing polarisation vector points from the bottom to the top electrode.

A non-switchable polarisation was also observed for thicker films of P(VDF-TrFE)

with 56/44 mol% [62]. In the case of these thicker films the asymmetry has been
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achieved by pre-poling the films before the annealing procedure. This however, has

not been done intentionally in the measurements discussed here.

Figure 4.20: Remanent polarisation as a function of temperature for a 175 nm thin 70/30 mol%
P(VDF-TrFE) film. The film was poled in both directions indicated by different
symbols (�,4: heating, ◦, �: cooling) [87]©2012 IEEE.

Figure 4.21: ε0ε
′
2/(ε0ε

′
1) as a function of temperature for a 175 nm thin 70/30 mol% P(VDF-TrFE)

film (magnification Fig. 4.20) [87]©2012 IEEE.

As published in [87], the non-vanishing, temperature-independent polarisation is

proposed to originate from charges trapped at the surface and at the interface. These

charges are commonly observed in lossy ferroelectrics. Considering that the polar-

isation vector has its origin on the bottom electrode and is pointing from negative

charge to positive charge, this hypothesis can be approved or at least supported.

The negative charges appear to be trapped at the bottom electrode. In order to

estimate the field present, one can use Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 and hysteresis mea-

surements published in [87] (Fig. 4.22). The dielectric displacement D for the film

measured was approximately 60 mC/m2. For E = 0 the dielectric displacement D

is equal to PR.
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Figure 4.22: Hysteresis loop of dielectric displacement D as a function of the electric field E of a
175 nm thick 70/30 mol% thick VDF-TrFE copolymer film at 25◦C [87]©2012 IEEE.

In order to calculate the field for the remaining 10 % non-switchable polarisation,

one can take the properties of the film measured in [87] and the linear equation

D = ε0 εrE and E =
D

ε0 εr
. (4.33)

Filling equation (4.33) with numbers one gains

60 · 10−3

10.25 · 8.854 · 10−12
CVm

m2C
≈ 661

MV

m
. (4.34)

The calculated field is rather high and therefore contradicts the requirements for

the linear approximation used above. It seems advisable to use another approach to

estimate the field present inside the film. Therefore, the hysteresis loop displayed in

Fig. 4.22 can be linearised between the intersection with the D-axis and the E-axis.

That does not exactly fit the graph in this part of the hysteresis, but sufficiently

approximates the wanted field. In order to estimate this field one can, in the case of

the linear approximation, take 10% of the coercive field, which is approx 15 MV/m.

The same value will be achieved, if the hysteresis curve in the vicinity of EC only is

linearised and ∆E/∆P for 10% of the remanent polarisation (6 mC/m2) has been

calculated.

As mentioned before, the same non-switchable polarisation was observed in [62].

The thin films measured in this work had a thickness of 1.5µm to 2.4µm and a molar

composition of 56/44. They have been poled prior annealing. The non-switchable

polarisation was pointing in the direction used for the pre-poling procedure and was
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in the order of some hundred µC, i.e. 190µC and 240µC. This behaviour was

interpreted to originate from amorphous regions oriented during the poling phase

and fixed or clamped during the crystallisation process fostered by the annealing.

There has been no intended pre-poling in the experiments conducted for this work.

Furthermore, the non-switchable polarisation could not be observed in all samples,

i.e. it was absent in samples with a molar composition of 56/44. Provided the

case that a permanent and temperature-independent polarisation originates from

amorphous regions clamped or fixed by crystalline regions during the annealing

process, the origin of the orientation has to be clarified. In the absence of a pre-

poling process, strain generated during the deposition process could be the origin

of a preferred orientation. On the other hand, charges induced during the pre-

measurement poling are a possible origin of the temperature-independent electric

field.

4.5.2 Retention Behaviour from Dielectric Non-Linearities

Findings discussed in this section have been published in a similar form in [93]

©2013 IEEE.

As discussed in section 4.4, depolarisation fields and therefore the loss of polarisa-

tion play a major role in ferroelectric thin films. A potential use of thin film devices

in ferroelectric memories and other applications in which the remanent polarisation

is the main quantity, has to consider or use depolarising fields. What might be

problem in information storage, could be a chance in energy storage.

In order to determine the temporal development of the polarisation, the factor

calculated in equation (2.44) has been used. Therefore, the permittivities ε1 and

ε2 have been measured over time at constant temperature. Initial poling has been

generated by applying a series of triangular shaped pulses. The amplitude of the

pulses has been changed in order to study the impact of non-saturated polarisation

on the retention behaviour. Retention has been measured for both possible states

of polarisation, up and down, to determine asymmetries.

As emphasised in [93] ©2013 IEEE, ”at 30◦C we observed an initial decrease of

the polarisation with a time constant of about 1 hour which finally settled at about
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85 per cent of the initial value (Fig. 4.23). This reduction after poling might be

essentially attributed to the rearrangement of charges injected into the ferroelectric

film by the poling pulses.”

Figure 4.23: Temporal development of the polarisation [93]©2013 IEEE.

The polarisation-proportional factor ε0ε2/(ε0ε1)
3 has also been recorded for ap-

proximately 5200 min, which is equal to more than three days. As shown in Fig. 4.24,

no further significant loss of polarisation occurs after the initial decay already seen

in Fig. 4.23. ”A similar behavior has been observed for the two states of polarisation

up and down (Figure 4.25). There is no remarkable change after the initial loss of

less than 20 per cent. Both polarisation states remain well defined.

Figure 4.24: Temporal development of the polarisation over several days [93]©2013 IEEE.

Reducing the polarising pulse amplitude to 80 per cent of the value which was used

in the measurements in Fig. 4.23, Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25 led to a significantly lower

stable polarization (less than 10 per cent), a lower time constant for the polarization

loss, and a loss of about 70 per cent of the initial polarisation (Fig. 4.26). The

absolute amount of the decrease in polarization, however, is comparable to the result
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Figure 4.25: Temporal development for different polarisation states [93]©2013 IEEE.

when the sample had been polarised with higher pulse amplitude. I.e., when the

poling pulse amplitude is reduced to value at which the degree of polarisation is

less than 10 per cent, the injection of charge and their subsequent rearrangement

remains essentially unchanged.” [93] ©2013 IEEE

Figure 4.26: Temporal development of the polarisation of a sample polarised with lower pulse am-
plitude [93]©2013 IEEE.

As can be seen from the results above, the method used to determine the retention

time of VDF-TrFE copolymer thin films is a very sensitive, non-destructive method

and therefore advantageous if used for ferroelectric memory devises. It has been

shown, that the polarisation in P(VDF-TrFE) thin films remains stable throughout

the time measured. The amount of stable polarisation is heavily dependent on the

initial polarisation. Both states of polarisation, up and down, show a similar stability

if poled with equal amplitudes.
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4.6 Phase Transition and Polarisation in Ferroelectric

Multilayer Structures

As defined earlier, a ferroelectric multilayer is a structure containing at least one layer

made of a ferroelectric material. Adapting this definition, even a simple transistor

can be considered being of multilayered nature. This is due to inhomogeneities as

well as surface and oxide layers unavoidable in a real structure. This section however,

focuses on multilayers, which have been intentionally designed and deposited.

Two main structures have been designed and characterised. The first type of

device under investigation is a two-terminal device, a multilayered capacitor. Ba-

sically, a single layered capacitor has been extended by depositing several layers of

the same or different copolymer compositions (e.g. Fig. 3.4). The second structure

is a three-terminal device, a ferroelectric field-effect transistor, e.g. as depicted in

Fig. 4.40.

4.6.1 Dielectric Non-Linearities in Bilayer Structures

Findings discussed in this section have been published in a similar form in [95]

©2016 IEEE. Deviations from the original text have been marked using square

brackets. Deletions have been marked using [. . . ]. Labelling of figures, equations

and citations has been changed without marking in order to increase readability.

As emphasised in [95] ©2016 IEEE, ”it has been shown, that bilayers and also

multilayers of copolymer [thin films] can be fabricated by spin coating. It is crucial

for the process to use a solvent like DEC in which the copolymer is dissolved very

slowly (the copolymer solution is prepared at elevated temperatures of about 80◦C

where still some hours of time are needed). Furthermore, it is essential that the first

layer has been annealed before the second layer will be deposited as the annealed

material is substantially more stable against dissolution [than its pristine equiva-

lent][...]. By using the electrode design shown in Fig. 3.4 the dielectric properties

of the individual layers as well as of the bilayer can be characterised. It has been

found that the properties of the individual layers match the results for single layers

published earlier [87].
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Chew and co-workers recently suggested a new model considering the existence

of an interface layer natively present in all multilayer systems. They assumed, that

if the whole spatial variation of the polarisation takes place along the z-direction,

the Helmholtz free energy per unit area for one period of the superlattice can be

explained by [44]:

F = FFE + FPE + FI, (4.35)

with FFE and FPE representing the Helmholtz free energy of the two layers (in [44]

one ferroelectric and one paraelectric) and FI that of an interface layer. Since we

use a system of two ferroelectric layers,

[ F =
n∑
i=1

(
αi
2
D2
i +

γi
4
D4
i +

δi
6
D6
i + fPT,i − EiDi

)
Vi + . . .

+
m∑
j=1

(fI,j − EI,jDI,j)VI,j. ]

(4.36)

equation (4.36) has to be modified to:

F = FFE,1 + FFE,2 + FI. (4.37)

[Describing the impact of the interface layer(s) with the deviation from the results

observed for thicker films of P(VDF-TrFE), the term FI has to be excluded in the

following considerations.] Assuming a serial connection of two layers of equal thick-

ness one can calculate the real part of the linear effective permittivity of the system

using the simple formula:

ε = 2 εFE,1 εFE,2/ (εFE,1 + εFE,2) . (4.38)

Figure 4.27 shows the linear dielectric permittivities of the individual layers and the

bilayer over temperature measured in a heating and a cooling run. Also included

is the permittivity calculated using equation (4.38) and the measured permittivities

of the individual layers. It is obvious that the [behaviour of individual layers is in
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Figure 4.27: Real part of the linear permittivity of individual layers 1 (P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol%,
200 nm), 2 (P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol%, 200 nm) and the bilayer 1+2. Heating and
cooling cycles are indicated by arrows [95]©2016 IEEE.

accordance with the graphs discussed earlier, i.e. in section 4.4. The] calculated

curve shows the same temperature dependence as the measured one. Especially the

additional slope between 70◦C and 80◦C caused by the phase transition in layer 2

is reproduced excellently. However, the absolute values of the measured and the

calculated data of the bilayer do not match well. This may be partially caused by

a discrepancy of the layer thicknesses. I.e. there may be a difference in the top

layers’ thickness depending if deposited on the intermediate electrode or directly on

the bottom copolymer layer. Furthermore, the formation of a very thin blend layer

at the interface between the copolymer films may contribute to this deviation.

The strongest contribution to the discrepancy may be caused by electric fields.

It is known that the permittivity of VDF-TrFE copolymer is strongly influenced by

a DC bias field. At the Curie transition temperature and beyond the permittivity

of 55/45 copolymer is reduced by more than 30% under the influence of a DC bias

field of 10 V/µm [46].

In the absence of free charge the electric displacement within the layers of a bilayer

or multilayer stack is the same according to Gauss’s law. The electric field and

polarisation, however, will vary from layer to layer. If the temperature of the bilayer

is changed, the electric fields will change accordingly if no or not sufficient charge can

flow to the interface of the bilayer. Particularly strong changes in the electric fields
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will arise in the vicinity of the Curie transition temperatures of the single layers.

Electric fields within the bilayer appear to be the most reasonable explanation why

equation (4.38) does not fully describe the permittivity of the bilayer.[...]

A property crucial for memory applications is the remanent polarisation, in par-

ticular its value and its temperature stability. Therefore we have a look at it from

these two viewpoints. Figure 4.28 shows hysteresis loops recorded for a bilayer and

its individual components at room temperature. Layer 1 and layer 2 are [thin films

of] P(VDF-TrFE) in molar ratios 56/44 and 70/30, respectively. [As can be seen,

measuring the stack of both layers leads to a higher remanent polarisation and a

coercive field similar to the single layer values. The results therefore partially (PR)

contradict the result predicted in section 2.5.1.] The higher remanent polarisation of

the layer system might be subjected to a higher crystallinity or to a less impacting

electrode-polymer boundary layer. A very similar result is observed for a bilayer of

inversed structure as displayed in Fig. 4.29. The result is therefore independent of

the deposition sequence.

Figure 4.28: Hysteresis loops recorded for a bilayer (layer 1+2) and its individual components at
1 kHz. Layer 1: P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol%, layer 2: P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol %.
Each layer has a thickness of 200 nm [95]©2016 IEEE.

As derived in section 2.4.3 the factor ε0ε2/(ε0ε1)
3 is proportional to the remanent

Polarisation Pr. Plotting the results measured at the individual layers we obtain

graphs similar to those in an earlier publication [88]. The bilayer, in contrast,

shows essentially a linear dependence of the remanent polarisation on temperature

as depicted in Fig. 4.30. Furthermore, there is still a significant polarisation detected
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Figure 4.29: Hysteresis loops recorded for a bilayer (layer 1+2) and its individual components at
1 kHz. Layer 1: P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol%, layer 2: P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol %.
Each layer has a thickness of 200 nm [95]©2016 IEEE.

at temperatures above 110◦C where the individual layers are paraelectric.

Figure 4.30: Polarisation behaviour calculated from measured non-linearities (upon heating) for
individual layers (200 nm each) and bilayer [95]©2016 IEEE.

The same behaviour can be observed for the temperature dependent shape of the

hysteresis loops recorded for a bilayer as shown in Fig. 4.31 [and Fig. 4.32]. The

remanent polarisation declines with rising temperature and vanishes above the tran-

sition temperature of layer 1. If plotted over the whole temperature range, the

hysteresis measurements [qualitatively] match the results obtained by the nonlin-

earities (Fig. 4.32). [This proves that both methods, hysteresis loop recording and

non-linearity measurement are similar in results. Therefore, the latter can be consid-

ered being an equally suitable method to determine the polarisation of the sample.

The additional advantage of being non-destructive, makes it even more suitable for
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ferroelectric memory applications.]

Figure 4.31: Hysteresis loops as a function of temperature recorded for a bilayer (layer 1+2) at
1 kHz. Layer 1: P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol%, layer 2: P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol%.
Each layer has a thickness of 200 nm [95]©2016 IEEE.

Figure 4.32: Remanent polarisation of a bilayer (Layer 1: P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol%, 200 nm; layer
2: P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 mol%, 200 nm) calculated from hysteresis and non-linearity
measurements [95]©2016 IEEE.

Dawber et al have given a qualitative interpretation for a phenomenologically

similar effect in superlattices [11]. They stated that the phenomenon originates in

an improper ferroelectric behaviour at the surface between adjacent layers. They

further assume that the impact is increased, if the two layers are of equal thickness.

In a superlattice the zone boundary distortion is the reason for an interface coupling

which gives rise to improper ferroelectricity.

In a bilayer of organic ferroelectrics, the electric fields which have already been

discussed above can cause coupling between the layers. It [has been shown in section
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4.4] [...] that the ferroelectric to paraelectric transition of a ferroelectric material is

shifted to higher temperatures or even completely hindered under the influence of a

DC bias field. Moderate fields of 10 MV/m keep a 55/45 VDF-TrFE copolymer polar

up to temperatures of more than 140◦C [46]. The electric fields in a copolymer bilayer

caused by the absence of sufficient free charge at the dielectric-dielectric interface

influencing the permittivity will also modify the polarisation versus temperature

relation. I.e. they can still keep the bilayer polar above the Curie temperatures of

the single layers.

It has been shown that the dielectric and hysteresis properties of ferroelectric

copolymers can be tuned by the formation of bilayers. The small and large signal

nonlinearities of bilayers cannot be fully explained by a simple series connection

of the capacities of the individual layers. Furthermore, the remanent polarisation

of the bilayers shows essentially a linear decrease with temperature[, differing from

the behaviour observed for the single layers (Fig. 4.30)]. It reaches zero at temper-

ature 120◦C which is significantly higher than the Curie temperature of the two

ferroelectric materials involved. Phenomenologically this behaviour reminds on the

polarisation over temperature observed in superlattices.

In bilayers of VDF-TrFE copolymers with different molar ratios the constituent

layers show a different temperature [and spatial] dependence of the remanent polar-

isation. [While parts of the multilayer might still be fully polarised, others might

be depolarised due to a ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition.] This will give

rise to an electric field within the layers if the temperature is changed and there is

not sufficient free charge available migrating to the interface to compensate these

differences.

[It has been shown in section 4.4.2 that an electric bias field causes a substantial

change in the polarisation behaviour with regard to the temperature.] It is [also]

known that an electric bias field causes a substantial reduction of the permittivity

in VDF-TrFE copolymer. That is electric fields in the bilayer will cause a reduction

in the permittivity of the bilayer in comparison to a serial connection model as

observed. Furthermore, these fields will also induce a polarisation at temperatures

above the Curie temperatures of the two materials involved. In effect, the electric
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fields form a coupling term between the two layers which causes phenomenological

similarities to the interface coupling known in superlattices.

[As has been discussed elsewhere (e.g. [46], [45]) and before (section 4.4), electric

fields in general have a considerable influence on the behaviour of the ferroelectric

polarisation or the dielectric displacement, respectively. Despite fields originating

from finite size effects (electrodes) or interface layers, a field can be generated by

combining a double or multilayer of different materials or properties as done in the

above experiments.] Further investigations of the field dependence of the permit-

tivity and the induced polarisation within the single layers are required in order to

provide an experimental base for a quantitative modelling.” [95] ©2016 IEEE

4.6.2 Organic Ferroelectric Field-Effect Transistor (FerrOFET)

Most of the work done in the FerrOFET research has been conducted during research

projects with the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. FerrOFETs are thin film

devices far exceeding the complexity of ferroelectric thin films sandwiched between

electrodes. Therefore, the success is limited by the time available for experiments.

Nevertheless, the results gained during the projects are important for further efforts

and should not go unmentioned.

In the studies, two different organic semiconductors have been used to realise

ferroelectric organic field-effect transistors in combination with P(VDF-TrFE) as a

gate dielectric. The first material used was pentacene. Experiments using pentacene

for transistor setups never resulted in working devices. After becoming available,

the focus was therefore shifted to powder-shaped DNTT. Due to the relatively high

price, solution based DNTT has not been used. DNTT has been chosen due to

its advantage of a higher air stability. Another advantage over pentacene became

apparent after combining it with a relatively rough gate dielectric. Its performance

is less sensitive to rough surfaces.

An increasing surface roughness on P(VDF-TrFE) thin films is often ascribed to

an increasing crystallinity during the annealing process ([16, 33]). The rod-shaped

lamellae, being the appearance of a folded P(VDF-TrFE) polymer chain, can be

observed using an AFM. These lamellae agglomerate and build up wood-pile shaped
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stacks of random orientation if the copolymer layer has been annealed, as depicted

in Fig. 4.33. A maximum crystallinity is, however, needed in order to achieve a

substantial remanent polarisation, since the latter originates from the crystalline

parts of the thin film. Although a higher crystallinity comes with a higher roughness,

it was not possible to prove that this increase is substantial. Whereas, a significant

change in the surface properties can be observed if a thin film is annealed above

its melting temperature, as shown in [16] and [33]. Long strands, far exceeding the

length of lamellae, bent or straight, have been shown to be a strong indicator for

molten films [43]. Melting however is undesirable, since it promotes an irreversible

loss of ferroelectric properties [60].

Figure 4.33: Structure of a P(VDF-TrFE) 75/25 thin film annealed for 2 hours at 122◦C. Film
thickness about 200 nm. Scan size 500 nm edge length with a single lamellae of ap-
proximately 40 nm indicated by 1 and 2.

The devices used for the studies in this work follow the Metal Insulator Semi-

conductor Field-Effect Transistor (MISFET) design. The performance of a (p-type)

MISFET strongly depends on the properties of the ferroelectric layer, such as fer-

roelectric performance and surface morphology. Improving the former can lead to a

degradation of the latter and the other way around. While the ferroelectric proper-

ties can be improved by a heat treatment, the surface morphology tends to change

(AFM image Fig. 4.34) towards a higher roughness. If organic semiconductors, i.e.

pentacene or DNTT are now placed on the dielectric’s surface, the conductive chan-
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nel will build up in a thin layer of the semiconductor in contact with the adjacent

dielectric. While operating the device, the roughness of the latter will have a signifi-

cant impact on the mobility of the charge carriers within the channel layer. Therefore

a higher roughness has to be avoided. Several ways have been tried to overcome this

issue, as emphasised in 3.1.3.

Figure 4.34: P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol% samples 60 nm thick annealed at 90◦C, 100◦C and 110◦C,
respectively, 1µm2 each.

The first attempt has been to flatten the rough surface by imprinting a flat surface

at elevated temperatures. For this process, which is similar to hot pressing, PDMS

films were deposited on silicon wafers. After removal, they where pressed on the

heated polymer surface applying a 1.5 kg weight (approximately 24 kN/m2) on top

of the sample. The pressing was conducted at 180◦C. The heated structure was then

carefully cooled at a rate of 10◦C/min. As shown in Fig. 4.35, a needle-like structure

was obtained after completing the cooling cycle. Although samples where consid-

erably smoother than as-deposited and annealed films, the ferroelectric properties

were rather poorly developed. The reason for the reduced performance can be found

in the needle-like structure observed, which typically indicates a molten polymer. It

is known that annealing above the melting temperature may lead to a complete and

irreversible extinction of the polarisation in P(VDF-TrFE) [60]. Hot pressing close

to or below the melting temperature however, did not result in a significant change

of the surface roughness.

Approach number two and three, decreasing the annealing temperature below

140◦C or even skip the annealing step led to a more general question. As dis-

cussed in one of the first paragraphs of this section, annealing significantly improves
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Figure 4.35: P(VDF-TrFE) thin films as-deposited and after embossing (left), after embossing and
annealing plus the PDMS surface (right).

the crystallinity of the material and therefore the ferroelectric properties, i.e. the

remanent polarisation. Nevertheless, it has been proven in [48] that ferroelectric

properties can be activated without annealing, e.g. by applying an electric field

of sufficient strength for a sufficient number of cycles. The remanent polarisation

however, might not be similar to the one achieved by annealing and therefore not

capable of providing enough strength to built up a channel in the semiconductor

material. Furthermore, the retention time might be effected as discussed in section

4.5.2, leading to a faster degrading polarisation. As a consequence, decreasing the

annealing temperature to values of 120◦C and below has been the improvement of

choice.

The value of 120◦C has been chosen due to results from measurements conducted

during an internship at the Tokyo University of Science. The P(VDF-TrFE) sam-

ples with a molar composition of 75/25, annealed at different temperatures from

100◦C to 140◦C in steps of 1◦C have shown no significant change in structure at

annealing temperature above 122◦C. The main change in the surface structure has

been observed for temperatures up to 110◦C as shown in Fig. 4.36.

A further reason to lower the annealing temperature was the use of a decreased

film thickness of P(VDF-TrFE). In order to use a switching voltage not exceeding
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Figure 4.36: P(VDF-TrFE) 75/25 mol% copolymer thin films (200 nm) annealed for two hours.
Annealing temperatures have been varied starting at 101◦C (upper left) to 111◦C
(lower right) in steps by 2◦C. Each scan has a size of 1.5µm times 1.5µm.

5V , the thickness has to be kept lower than 100 nm, especially with regard to the

use of extra layers, i.e. parylene C. For thin films with thicknesses below 100 nm a

loss of ferroelectric properties, namely a vanishing hysteresis curve, was observed for

annealing temperatures of 140◦C. Both films used for the hysteresis measurements

displayed in Fig. 4.37 have been deposited from the same solution of P(VDF-TrFE),

with a molar fraction of 70/30 mol%, solved in DEC with a fraction of 2.5 wgt%.

While the left graph lacks most of the typical properties of a hysteresis curve, the

right graph clearly shows the known features. The loss of ferroelectric properties

might be attributed to a thickness dependent melting temperature, as reported else-

where for other polymers [35, 31]. It is therefore necessary to adjust the annealing

temperature accordingly. Doing so, switching occurs in ultra-thin films of ferroelec-

tric P(VDF-TrFE) as well (Fig. 4.38). This shift in the melting temperature has to

be considered during further steps, e.g. the thermal evaporation of the semiconduc-

tor material and the top electrodes.

The change of the annealing temperature has led to an acceptable ferroelectric

performance of the P(VDF-TrFE) ferroelectric thin films and even increased the

performance of ultra-thin films. But it did not sufficiently decrease the surface
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Figure 4.37: P(VDF-TrFE) thin films deposited under similar conditions, annealed at 140◦C (left,
[87]©2012 IEEE) and 120◦C (right).

Figure 4.38: PFM of P(VDF-TrFE) thin films 230 nm (left) and 20 nm (right).

roughness.

The fourth approach has been to flip over the design and use a top gate struc-

ture, adding the advantage of depositing the organic semiconductor first (Fig. 4.39).

This step has been tried for pentacene devices only. As mentioned in subsection

3.1.3, mobility and therefore performance of a surface-channel-MISFET (sometimes

called IGFET) largely depend on the dielectric-semiconductor interface morphology.

Hence, if using a bottom gate design, the main effort has to be put into a low surface

roughness of the dielectric layer as discussed in [33] and [69]. In the top gate de-

sign however, the semiconducting layer defines the surface roughness, guaranteeing

the desired flatness. But using the top-gate design creates two major issues, which

have to be taken into consideration. First of all, the glass transition temperature of

pentacene is approximately 120◦C, which is the minimum annealing temperature in

order to improve the crystallinity of thin P(VDF-TrFE) films. Secondly, although

it has been shown that using DEC as a solvent for P(VDF-TrFE) solution does no
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harm to the deposited pentacene, transistor devices deposited in this design have

shown a poor performance. For this reasons, the idea of a top-gate design has not

been implemented and used in later experiments.

Figure 4.39: Bottom-gate and top-gate design for pentacene-based ferroelectric field-effect
transistors.

The multilayer approaches 5 and 6, a combination of an annealed and a pristine

P(VDF-TrFE) as well as a combination of a thin P(VDF-TrFE) layer covered with a

parylene C layer, have been included in the experiments. While the first set-up was

of limited success because the surface roughness could not be decreased, the second

led to the fabrication of a functioning device, as will be shown in the last part of

this section (Fig. 4.44).

(a) Schematic (b) Sample

Figure 4.40: (a) Organic field-effect transistor with ferroelectric gate dielectric [98]. (b) Transistor
sample.

The electrical characterisation of the fabricated devices has been conducted in

a nitrogen glove box with humidity and temperature control. Doing so, further

degradation of the samples could be avoided. Transfer and output characteristics

have been measured using two LabVIEW-controlled Keithley 2400 source meters

available in the lab of the Hong Kong University.
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The first samples deposited revealed a high leakage current. In order to suppress

the latter, the bottom aluminium electrodes have been anodised. Depending on the

growth regime of the oxide a higher surface roughness or a lower density can be the

consequence. Therefore, the surface roughness of different aluminium layers has been

measured using an AFM. It has been found, that the anodisation and a subsequent

annealing have no considerable impact on the roughness of the aluminium oxide

layer as shown in Fig. 4.41.

Figure 4.41: Left: native grown oxide, no heat treatment, Ra = 5.03 nm; center: anodised oxide, no
heat treatment, Ra = 5.03 nm; right: anodised oxide, annealed for 2 hours at 120◦C,
Ra = 5.80 nm.

Another approach to control an unwanted leakage current and the surface mor-

phology at the same time is to deposit a thin layer of parylene C (Fig. 4.42) on top

of the polymer gate dielectric. This material is an excellent insulator and provides

a low surface roughness. There are two main drawbacks while working with this

material. Firstly, it is difficult to control the thickness of the deposited layer, since

the material is polymerised directly on the samples surface. Producing defined ultra

thin layers in a reproducible quality therefore requires a lot of experience and ideal

conditions. Secondly, adding a layer of insulating material increases the voltage

needed to switch the ferroelectric layer.

Figure 4.42: Parylene C monomer (source: scscoatings.com).

In order to prove ferroelectricity, hysteresis loops were recorded for each layer

system. Figure 4.43 shows the dielectric displacement as a function of the ap-
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plied electric field for a layer system of AlOx (approximately 20 nm), P(VDF-TrFE)

70/30 mol% (approximately 220 nm) and DNTT (approximately 40 nm) measured

at 1 kHz. Ferroelectric properties, although clearly apparent, deteriorate if com-

pared to results for single layers published in [87, 89]. Exceedingly noticeable is the

asymmetry for positive and negative polarisations as shown in Fig. 4.43. The same

phenomena was observed in [3] if measurements were conducted without illumina-

tion. In [3] a TGS sample has been sandwiched in-between a single-crystal silicon

wafer and a gold electrode. The asymmetry or the partial suppression of the hys-

teresis curve assigned to the positive polarisation, was assigned to a lack of minority

carriers. If the minority carriers were generated by illumination, the asymmetry

became weaker and finally vanished.

Figure 4.43: Hysteresis curve of a layer system AlOx, P(VDF-TrFE) 70/30 mol% and DNTT,
thickness approximately 280 nm.

Two typical transfer curves displaying a clockwise hysteresis loop are shown in

Fig. 4.44. The left graph has been recorded for a transistor design not using an

additional parylene C layer. The transistor design used for the measurements in the

right graph had an additional layer of the insulating, smoothing material parylene C.

It can be clearly seen that the ferroelectric effect is barely visible. The drain-source

current IDS differs only slightly at zero volts for both cycles. Although the mobility

has been improved by a factor of 10 by adding a thin layer of parylene C, it remains

poor, not exceeding 6 ·10−2 cm2/(Vs). This was attributed to the copolymer’s rough

surface originating from the annealing process. Although the additional parylene

C smoothing layer led to a significant increase in mobility, the surface roughness of

the gate dielectric might not has been completely compensated. Furthermore, the
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additional layer lead to a significant increase in the programming voltage, due to a

higher coercive field EC.

Figure 4.44: Drain-source currents of DNTT organic field-effect transistors with ferroelectric VDF-
TrFE copolymer gate dielectric (left) and with additional parylene C layer (right)
recorded at rising (?) and falling (◦) gate-source voltage.

The experiments have been shown, that it is generally possible to fabricate an

organic field-effect transistors with the ferroelectric VDF-TrFE copolymer as a gate

dielectric. In order to avoid an unwanted leakage current, it is advisable to either

anodise the bottom electrode or add an additional layer of parylene C on top of the

gate dielectric. A thin layer of parylene C additionally provides a less rough surface

for the conductive channel. This has led to a significantly improved mobility. On

the other hand, additional layers have caused a higher programming voltage, a lower

remanent polarisation and a smaller programming window.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook

5.1 Conclusion

It has been shown that dielectric non-linearities are a powerful tool to study fer-

roelectric thin and ultra-thin films of P(VDF-TrFE). The measurement technique

used to determine the permittivities is non-destructive and highly sensitive. Several

topics related to P(VDF-TrFE) ferroelectric thin films for memory applications have

been successfully covered.

The results gained and discussed emphasise the deviating properties of thin films

of ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE) if compared to thicker films of the same material.

Considering the discussion in sections 4.3 and 4.4, the type of phase transition in

P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction of 56/44 is still not clear. Especially for thin

films, the theory has to be extended in order to describe the behaviour observed

for ε3. Furthermore, the origin of the thermal hysteresis observed in thin films of

P(VDF-TrFE) 56/44 has to be clarified.

As discussed in (4.4), the impact of a DC electric field on thin films of P(VDF-

TrFE) has been shown to be non-negligible. Besides a shift of the transition tem-

perature to higher values, static electric fields can change the polarisation versus

temperature behaviour significantly. Although it could not finally be proven, ex-

tending the temperature dependence to Landau parameters other than α, i.e. γ,

and using Odajima’s approach might help to successfully predict P (T ) for P(VDF-

TrFE) thin films and multilayers.

In section 4.5.1 possible applications of dielectric non-linearities have been em-

phasised. Besides the characterisation of the temperature-dependent development

of the polarisation for different compositions of P(VDF-TrFE), the state of polar-
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isation and a non-switchable polarisation have been identified. Furthermore, the

memory-application related retention behaviour has been measured. The retention

measurements of thin ferroelectric VDF-TrFE copolymer films discussed in section

4.5.2 have shown that a decrease in polarisation over time can be measured by the

use of dielectric non-linearities. For this purpose, the state of polarisation has been

recorded continuously and non-destructive over several decades of time. The same

non-destructive method can also be used to read out the polarisation state of a ferro-

electric memory cell making a rewrite of the initial polarisation dispensable. Thus,

the readout speed and the lifetime of the cell can be improved significantly.

In the concluding section 4.6.2 it has been shown that working ferroelectric field-

effect transistors using P(VDF-TrFE) as a gate dielectric can be fabricated. Leakage

currents have been suppressed using anodised bottom electrodes as well as additional

layers of parylene C. Besides its effect on electric insulation, the latter additionally

reduces the surface roughness of the gate dielectric and therefore enhance the charge-

carrier mobility within the conducting channel.

5.2 Outlook

Although often intended, studies might rarely give final answers on the topic under

research. Thus, it seems advisable to mention starting points for further studies.

That has been done mostly at the end of the appropriate section, where problems

have been left unsolved. In order to give ideas on future topics, the following sections

will motivate additional issues.

5.2.1 Measurements using a Non-Linear Excitation Signal

A common technique to measure dielectric non-linearities is to use a single-frequency

sinusoidal excitation signal. The response will then be measured at multiples (higher

harmonics) of the excitation frequency. Using this technique, each harmonic has to

be measured separately. In order to access a variety of dielectric non-linearities more

easy, it is favourable to use an excitation signal composed of different frequencies.

Although this technology was not used during the measurements for this work, the
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idea seems worth to mention and worth to be considered for future works.

5.2.2 Energy Storage in Ferroelectric Polymer Multilayers

Due to economical and ecological reasons, cost effective energy storage with a high

efficiency and a reasonably small volume is one of the most important branches

of application-related research nowadays. According to the relationship shown in

equation (5.1), a high permittivity and a high breakdown field are the key quantities

to maximise the energy-storage density J . The first prerequisite can be met by high

permittivity materials, e.g. ferroelectrics. In order to keep the energy dissipated by

the system low, the remanent polarisation has to be small. This can be achieved

by using a relaxor-ferroelectric material, an anti-ferroelectric material or by poling

a classic ferroelectric near the f-p transition temperature. All three, however, will

have a considerable influence on the break down voltage Eb, which is lowering it.

J =

Eb∫
0

DdE = ε0

Eb∫
0

ε(E)EdE (5.1)

Ferroelectric Polymers, e.g. PVDF and its copolymers, are known to have very high

breakdown field of some hundred MV/m. Unfortunately, their relative permittivity

is comparably low, around 20 at the utmost for P(VDF-TrFE) with a molar fraction

of 56/44. Combining high permittivity ferroelectric ceramics and high Eb ferroelec-

tric polymers in composite materials is therefore believed to provide a solution, using

the strength of each material [26]. At the same time, this solution creates new chal-

lenges, of course. Homogeneity and size-dependent particle properties are just two

key words in this context. In order to meet homogeneity requirements, multilayers,

or in the case of ceramics superlattices, might be a possible configuration.
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Appendix

A.1 Non-Linearities

Considering a solely real excitation voltage not containing higher harmonics, which

is

EE(t) =
UE(t)

d
=
ÛE
d

cos(ω0t) (A.1)

with ÛE being the amplitude. The dielectric displacement is

D(t) = ε0ε1E + ε0ε2E
2 + ε0ε3E

3. (A.2)

Substituting E = EE one gets

D(t) = ε0ε1
ÛE
d

cos(ω0t) + ε0ε2

(
ÛE
d

cos(ω0t)

)2

+ ε0ε3

(
ÛE
d

cos(ω0t)

)3

=
n∑

m=1

ε0εm

[
ÛE
d

cos(ω0t)

]m
m,n ∈ N∗

(A.3)

Having a look at equation (A.3), one can see that D contains cosines to the power

of m. Following the addition theorems

cos2(ω0t) =
1

2
+

1

2
cos(2ω0t) and cos3(ω0t) =

3

4
cos(ω0t) +

1

4
cos(3ω0t) (A.4)
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the equation can be re-written as

D(t) =ε0ε1
ÛE
d

+ ε0ε2
Û2
E

d2

(
1

2
+

1

2
cos (2ω0t)

)

+ ε0ε3
Û3
E

d3

(
3

4
cos (ω0t) +

1

4
cos (3ω0t)

)
.

(A.5)

It becomes apparent, that while measuring at excitation frequency, parts related to

ε1 and parts related to ε3 will be captured. Hence, it is necessary to choose the

amplitude ÛE small enough to limit the impact of the higher order non-linearities,

while at the same time preventing them from vanishing.

Since the material is likely to exhibit loss, the permittivities can be expected to be

complex (denoted by an underline) with εn = ε′n − iε′′n. The dielectric displacement

is then a complex quantity as well: Dn = D′n − iD′′n. The real amplitude ÛE

on the right-hand side is multiplied by the complex permittivity εn. The cosine,

representing only the real part of a complex signal, can therefore be replaced by

the exponential expression eiω0t. At the same time it seems advisable to separate

amplitudes assigned to the excitation frequency an its integer multiples

D =

(
ε0ε1

ÛE
d

+ ε0ε3
3

4

Û3
E

d3

)
eiω0t +

(
ε0ε2

1

2

Û2
E

d2

)
ei2ω0t +

(
ε0ε3

1

4

Û3
E

d3

)
ei3ω0t

+ ε0ε2
1

2

Û2
E

d2
.

(A.6)

An alternating voltage will change the dielectric displacement and therefore create a

displacement current density J(t) = dD/dt. The voltage UM = JM ·A·RM measured

at the resistor RM can be described as

UM =iω0ARM

(
ε0ε1

ÛE
d

+ ε0ε3
3

4

Û3
E

d3

)
eiω0t + i2ω0ARM

(
ε0ε2

1

2

Û2
E

d2

)
ei2ω0t

+ i3ω0ARM

(
ε0ε3

1

4

Û3
E

d3

)
ei3ω0t .

(A.7)

The signal measured from the sample can generally be expected to be of complex
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nature with

UM(t) = ÛMeiω0t = U ′M + iU ′′M (A.8)

with U ′M and U ′′M referring to the real and the complex part of the amplitude,

respectively. Considering the higher harmonics of the excitation frequency contained

in the measured signal UM(t) can be written as the sum

UM(t) =
n∑

m=1

ÛM,neinω0t . (A.9)

Using a lock-in amplifier for the measurements, only signal components at the ex-

citation frequency will be amplified. Furthermore, components at higher harmonics

and of different phase will be attenuated. Bearing the aforementioned in mind and

considering the excitation signal being solely real, the first-order permittivity can

be calculated by

ε0ε1 =

(
ÛM,1e

iω0t

eiω0tiω0ARM

− ε0ε3
3

4

Û3
E

d3

)
d

ÛE

. (A.10)

If the excitation amplitude has been chosen small enough, so that non-linear per-

mittivities of increasing order are decreasing in amplitude proportional the applied

electric field, the higher order impact can be generally neglected because

ε0ε1
ÛE

d
� ε0ε3

3

4

Û3
E

d3
. (A.11)

The permittivity ε0ε1 then simplifies to

ε0ε1 =
d

eiω0tiω0ARMÛE

ÛM,1e
iω0t =

d

iω0ARMÛE

ÛM,1 . (A.12)

In order to prove the previous derivation, one can substitute ÛE/d = EE, ÛM,1/(RM ·

A) = JM,1 and iω0ε0ε = σ to finally return to Ohm’s law JM = σEE, with JM and σ
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being complex quantities. Similarly the ε2 and ε3 can be derived as

ε0ε2 =
d2

iω0ARMÛ2
E

ÛM,2 (A.13)

and

ε0ε3 =
4d3

iω03ARMÛ3
E

ÛM,3 . (A.14)

Multiplying nominator and denominator by the imaginary unit i and using the

algebraic expression of a complex amplitude, it can be shown that the real parts of

the permittivities are interrelated with the imaginary parts of the measured voltages

and vice versa

ε′1 − iε′′1 =
d

iω0ε0ARMÛE

(
U ′′M,1 − iU ′M,1

)
ε′2 − iε′′2 =

d2

iω0ε0ARMÛ2
E

(
U ′′M,2 − iU ′M,2

)
ε′3 − iε′′3 =

4d

iω0ε03ARMÛ3
E

(
U ′′M,3 − iU ′M,3

)
.

(A.15)
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